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Abstract—The finite-difference time-domain 
(FDTD) method has established itself among the 
most popular methods for the numerical solution 
of Maxwell equations. Reasons for its popularity 
include its versatility, matrix-free characteristic, 
ease for parallelization, and low computational 
complexity. In recent years, the finite-element 
time-domain (FETD) has also become another 
very popular algorithm for solving time-domain 
Maxwell equations due to its geometrical 
flexibility and the steady growth in hardware 
computing power. In this review, we succinctly 
recollect some of the milestones in the 
development of FDTD and FETD over the last 25 
years, and briefly discuss some challenges for the 
future development of these two algorithms.  
 
Index terms— finite-difference time-domain, 
finite-element time-domain, Maxwell equations.  

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In its basic form as introduced by Yee [1] and 
pioneered by Taflove [2], the finite-difference 
time-domain (FDTD) method is a conceptually 
very simple algorithm for solving Maxwell 
equations. FDTD basically relies on the 
approximation of the space-derivatives in the 
(Ampere’s and Faraday’s) first-order curl 
equations by central-differences on a staggered 
Cartesian (rectangular or hexahedral) grid and on a 
time-discretization following a “leap-frog” update. 
This leads to an algorithm that is second-order 
accurate in both space and time, i.e., which 
converges with the second power both on the 
spatial cell size Δs and the time-step size Δt. The 
conceptual simplicity of FDTD should not belittle 

its power.  Because FDTD is a matrix-free 
algorithm (i.e., it requires no linear algebra), its 
memory requirements scale only linearly with the 
number of unknowns. This, added to the fact that 
FDTD is massively parallelizable, makes it well 
suited for next-generation petascale machines and 
beyond.  

Another popular algorithm for solving 
Maxwell equations is the finite-element time-
domain (FETD) method. There are two basic 
popular approaches for constructing FETD 
methods for Maxwell equations. The first one is 
based on the discretization of the second-order 
vector Helmholtz wave equation for either the 
electric or magnetic field (after elimination of the 
other field) through an expansion of the unknown 
field in terms of vector basis functions [3], [4].  
The second FETD approach is based on the 
discretization of the first-order coupled Maxwell 
curl equations (i.e., Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws) 
by expanding the electric and magnetic fields in 
terms of mixed elements—most often edge 
elements for the electric field and face elements 
for the magnetic flux density [5]. Because of their 
efficiency and versatility, FDTD and FETD have 
enjoyed widespread use by the computational 
electromagnetics (CEM) community.  

Figure 1 purports to show the steady growth in 
the popularity of FDTD, as exemplified by the 
yearly number of papers in the 1986-2007 period 
obtained from a search under title/topic fields 
“finite-difference time-domain” or “FDTD” in the 
ISI Web of Science™ database, as of earlier 2009 
(this plot is not intended to indicate the total 
number of FDTD-related papers, which is much 
higher). 
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Fig. 1. Evolution on the popularity of FDTD exemplified by the yearly number of papers (1986-2007 
period) obtained by a search under title/topic fields “finite-difference time-domain” or “FDTD” in the ISI 
Web of Science™ database, as of earlier 2009.  
 

In this summary review, we recollect some of 
milestones in the development and applications of 
FDTD and FETD for Maxwell’s equations during 
the last 25 years, and discuss some its future 
challenges. The list of references included here is 
relatively brief and by no means representative of 
the full extension of the volume of research efforts 
in this 25-year period.  

A good source of references on FDTD is the 
book by Taflove and Hagness [2]. On FETD, a 
good reference source is the book by Jin [4].  A 
quite comprehensive list of catalogued references 
on FDTD in the period up to 1995 is available in 
[6]. A recent review on FDTD and FETD 
algorithms for complex (i.e., dispersive, 
anisotropic, inhomogeneous, nonlinear) media can 
be found in [7]. 

 
II.   25 YEARS OF PROGRESS IN FDTD: A 

BIRD’S EYE VIEW 
 

Despite its introduction by Yee 18 years 
earlier (1966), FDTD was still a relatively 
incipient method 25 years ago (1984). This can 
be explained by the fact FDTD is a volumetric 
method and  the  computer memory  resources  
for solving practical engineering problems were 
well beyond the reach of the average user at that 
time. The numerical method of choice in those 
years was the (frequency-domain) method of 

moments. Early pioneers in FDTD algorithmic 
developments in the 1970s were Taflove [8], 
Holland [9], and Kunz [10] in the U.S. The 
acronym “FDTD” was actually not present in the 
1966 Yee’s paper, and was coined by Taflove only 
in 1980 [11]. In Europe, Weiland independently 
developed a twin discretization methodology 
dubbed finite-integration-technique (FIT) [12].  
The latter is based on the integral representation of 
Maxwell equations akin to a finite volume 
approach that, in a Cartesian grid, reduces to a set 
of equations identical to FDTD. We will not delve 
here into the FIT method and its extensions. 

The early 1980s witnessed a surge in the 
development of absorbing boundary conditions 
(ABCs) for FDTD, including Mur and Liao ABCs 
that allowed for accurate simulations of open-
space problems [13-16]. At that time, the first 
electromagnetic scattering FDTD models 
computing radar cross-section structures were 
developed [17,18].  The late 1980s were the 
period when FDTD applications to waveguides 
[19], microstrip circuits [20], and biological media 
[21] became feasible under (then) milder 
computational resources. This was facilitated not 
only by the continual growth of computational 
power, but also by concurrent algorithmic 
developments such as contour-path conformal 
modeling techniques [22-26] to reduce staircasing 
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Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating various (non-inclusive) extensions of the “FDTD family” of methods 
developed towards improving geometrical versatility and/or computational efficiency of the standard 
FDTD. A negative correlation (trade-off) is apparent between these two objectives. The radii of the 
circles are approximately proportional to the number of entries for GoogleTM searches of each extension 
name in conjunction with the “FDTD” acronym. The radii serve as a rough indicator of the relative 
“historical popularity” of each approach. 

error and increase geometrical flexibility, and by 
lumped equivalent circuit models to model sub-
cell features and sources [27]. These techniques 
later played an important role in improving the 
suitability of commercial FDTD packages to RF, 
microwave, and antenna problems.  

It was in the early 1990s that FDTD 
applications to the modeling of realistic circuits, 
antennas, and radiation problems [28-33] and of 
optical devices [34-36] began to appear very 
frequently in the literature. Also around that time, 
the extension of FDTD to frequency-dispersive 
media by means of recursive convolution 
approaches and later by auxiliary differential 
equation techniques [37, 38] provided further 
impetus for FDTD applications to complex media 
problems [7]. Also in the 1990s, new FDTD 
schemes were introduced for the efficient analysis 
of periodic structures [39-42]. 

With the increase of the electric size of the 
problems being tackled, the challenge of grid 
(numerical) dispersion error came to the 
forefront in the late 1980s and early 1990s. As a 
result, a series of high-order FDTD algorithms 
were developed to mitigate grid dispersion based 
on the use of a larger number of terms in the 
Fourier expansion to approximate the spatial 

(and time) derivatives leading to enlarged finite-
difference stencils [2]. This effort remains an area 
of active research interest to this day, with the 
development of ever more sophisticated higher 
order FDTD algorithms that include pre-
asymptotic higher-order algorithms providing 
optimized (tailored) numerical dispersion curves 
in a particular frequency band and/or grid size 
[43,44]. Of note also is the development of 
pseudo-spectral time-domain (PSTD) methods 
with low dispersion error even for discretization 
scales near the Nyquist limit [45]. 

The introduction of the perfectly matched 
layer (PML) by Berenger in the mid 1990s [46-50] 
provided a major improvement on the dynamical 
range of open-domain FDTD simulations, which 
under mild computational costs could then reach 
80 dB.  It also allowed for the use of better use of 
FDTD in open domains with dispersive media 
such as in earth media [51].  

The development of unconditionally stable 
algorithms for FDTD in the late 1990s and early 
years of the present decade— starting with 
alternating-direction-implicit (ADI) schemes 
[52,53] and later with split-step schemes such as 
the locally-one-dimensional (LOD) scheme [54]—
represented another major milestone in the 

geometric 
versatility 

computational 
efficiency 

“locally- 
conformal” 

FDTD 

parallel FDTD higher order 
FDTD 

subgridding 
FDTD 

unconditionally stable FDTD 

nonorthogonal 
FDTD 

standard FDTD 
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Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating the range of applicability of various FDTD-related algorithms vs. problem 
size and discretization scale.  L denotes the domain size, λ is the central wavelength, and a is the spatial 
step (cell size). Indicative values are not provided as they would be implementation- and machine-
dependent. 

 
progress of FDTD  because it lifted the Courant 
stability limit. Under these FDTD extensions, the 
time step is not bounded anymore by the stability 
criterion, but by accuracy considerations only. 
This has allowed the more efficient use of FDTD 
in problems that necessitate the use of highly 
refined grids (say, with an excess of 500 grid 
points per wavelength). The main challenges for 
unconditionally stable FDTD schemes are the 
introduction of new error mechanisms (more 
prominently, splitting errors) and the ever present 
numerical dispersion, which has different behavior 
than conventional FDTD [55].  

Since the early days of FDTD applications, it 
was promptly recognized that one of its main 
limitations is the staircasing error [2]. In addition 
to contour-path conformal modeling techniques 
stated above, so-called “subgridding” 
techniques—a type of structured h-refinement 
whereby different grid cell sizes are used in 
different portions of the FDTD domain and 
connect though interfaces with hanging nodes—
provide one possible approach to mitigate 
staircasing. Subgridding was first developed in the 
late 80’s with major impetus occurring in the 90’s 
[56-61]. Research continues to this day to develop 
stable subgridding algorithms that can provide low 

spurious reflections at the fine-coarse grid 
interfaces and small aliasing error from the 
necessary interpolation/decimation operations [62-
64]. Nonorthogonal FDTD algorithms—relying on 
the use covariant and contravariant field 
components in a non-orthogonal coordinate 
system—are also used introduced to mitigate 
staircasing. They were first introduced in the early 
1980s, but early versions of nonorthogonal FDTD 
algorithms were prone to numerical instabilities 
due to subtle inconsistencies in the spatial 
discretization. Nonorthogonal FDTD algorithms 
with (conditional) stability were developed only in 
the late 1990s [65,66]. These developments for the 
most part still relied upon nonorthogonal, but still 
structured grids. The use of unstructured grids for 
FDTD is not as natural because the traditional 
derivation of finite-differences becomes somewhat 
contrived. In this case, FETD becomes a more 
natural choice for the spatial discretization. Figure 
2 illustrated various extensions of the basic FDTD 
method toward improving its accuracy and/or 
geometrical flexibility. In general, there is a mild 
trade-off between these two objectives in FDTD, 
leading to the “negative correlation” illustrated in 
this Figure. 

λ/a 

L/λ 

(pseudo) 
spectral methods 

Nyquist limit (λ/a = 2) 

Yee’s (2,2) FDTD 

locally hyperbolic regime 

locally elliptic regime 
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It should be pointed out FDTD is also quite 
suited for solving Maxwell equations in complex 
media with dispersive, anisotropic and/or 
nonlinear properties. A discussion on these 
extensions and applications is beyond the 
objectives of this paper, but a detailed review can 
be found in [7]. 

The late part of the present decade has 
witnessed a wide popularization of a number of 
user-friendly, commercial software that feature the 
FDTD as their main “solver engine”. Commercial 
PC-based codes have become pervasive in the RF, 
microwave, antenna, and optical communities and 
have also influenced the direction of research 
efforts. Furthermore, it has become apparent that 
certain research areas—such as device design—
have become increasingly less reliant on “in-
house” development of analysis (in particular 
numerical) tools. If this tendency continues, it is 
expected that this will lead to an increased 
“niching” of efforts by the CEM community and 
perhaps closer alignment with the computational 
physics and applied mathematics community, and 
perhaps less with the microwave and antenna 
engineering community at-large.  

One important limitation present in 
commercial codes is related to the optimal choice 
in the “FDTD family” of depends on the nature 
and size of the problem, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
Commercial codes do not (yet) incorporate 
capabilities that would necessarily lead to the 
optimal choice of method for a given problem.  
 
 
III.   25 YEARS OF PROGRESS IN FETD: A 

BIRD’S EYE VIEW 
 

FETD is a relatively less mature than FDTD. 
As mentioned before, the main motivation for the 
development of FETD has been to increase the 
geometrical flexibility. This is because FETD is 
naturally based upon irregular (unstructured) grids, 
and thus capable of better adapting to curved or 
slanted geometries than a Cartesian FDTD. 
Compared to FDTD, the two major drawbacks for 
FETD are (1) the need for a pre-processing mesh 
generation step and (2) the need for a (sparse) 
linear solve at each time step.  

The early FETD approaches for solving 
Maxwell equations were developed in the mid 
1980s and were based on a point-matched 

approach combined with nodal basis functions for 
each field component [3]. Although successfully 
for some problems especially in two-dimensions, 
this “nodal” approach was prone to spurious or 
ghost modes (also known as “spectral pollution”). 
This was a problem not restricted to FETD per se, 
but it is also present in other algorithms based on 
irregular grids, including the frequency-domain 
FE. For many years, the problem of spurious 
modes evaded a fundamental solution. Only ad 
hoc approaches such as inclusion of penalty terms 
seemed to work in suppressing spurious modes. It 
was only with the development of edge elements 
(also known as Whitney or curl-conforming 
elements) that the problem of spurious modes was 
finally overcome in FE (and FETD) [67].  

Most often, the various extensions developed 
for the basic FETD algorithm mirror the progress 
observed in FDTD with a time lag of a few years. 
The application of PML absorbing boundary 
condition to FETD was first seen, for example, in 
the late 1990s and it is currently still under active 
development. Differently from FDTD, FETD 
naturally allows for a conformal PML 
implementation over curved grid boundaries [68-
70], which permits a more compact (i.e., with less 
buffer space) grid, especially for scattering 
problems. Another approach to truncate the grid 
boundaries in FE has been to use FE-BI (boundary 
integral) formulations [4]. Due to difficulties 
caused by causality requirements and stability 
issues, FE-BI approaches are relatively less 
developed in the time-domain than in frequency-
domain. Extensions of FETD to complex media 
were first developed in the 1990s and continue to 
this day, more recently pushed by technological 
advances in remote sensing and metamaterials, for 
example [7]. Similarly to FDTD, FETD is also 
prone to numerical dispersion error and higher-
order versions of FETD do exist to combat this 
problem. However, the dispersion error in FETD 
irregular grids manifests itself in a quasi-isotropic 
fashion, as opposed to the anisotropic dispersion 
observed in the conventional (Cartesian) FDTD 
grid. This is because the irregular grid “averages 
out” the cumulative dispersion error along the 
various directions.  

As stated, FETD methods provide more 
accurate geometric representation than FDTD. 
Moreover, FETD methods are much more 
amenable to high-order accuracy (p-refinement) in 
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general geometries by means of higher order basis 
functions, as opposed to enlarged stencils in 
FDTD. In particular, hierarchical higher order 
functions are particularly advantageous for p-
adaptation because they can be implemented “in 
succession” and elements of different order can be 
coexist in the same mesh [71,72]. Also, h-p 
adaptive refinement methods are more suited for 
FETD methods [73,74]. 

Since FETD requires sparse linear algebra, an 
important associated area of research is on 
efficient linear solvers for large sparse linear 
systems. FETD requires iterative solvers and good 
preconditioners for large problems. For smaller 
problems direct solution methods often suffice 
(and are typically preferred since they avoid 
convergence issues). The nature of the matrix 

solvers in FETD depend on the particular time-
discretization scheme being employed. Broadly 
speaking, time-discretization schemes utilized in 
FETD fall into two classes: The first class (I, 
sometimes referred to “implicit FETD” [4] 
although in a different sense from FDTD) 
necessitates the inversion of a system matrix that 
is a combination of stiffness and mass matrices, 
whereas the second class (II, sometimes referred to 
as “explicit FETD” [4] again in different sense 
from FDTD) necessitates the inversion of the mass 
matrix only [75]. The mass matrix is (when 
appropriately constructed) symmetric positive-
definite, while the stiffness matrix is singular, 
hence linear systems resulting from class II are 
more benign. The ensuing trade-off is that Class II  

 
 

 
 

 FDTD FETD 
staircasing error yes no* 
linear algebra none real and sparse 

numerical dispersion anisotropic isotropic** 
higher-order larger stencils p-refinement 

mesh generation (pre-processing) step absent present** 
          (*)—linear facets    (**)—for irregular grids 
 
 
algorithms lead to conditionally stable 
algorithms, while Class I can produce 
unconditionally stable algorithms with no 
stability bound on the time-step. 

As mentioned above, FETD algorithms have 
been traditionally based on the discretization of 
the second-order wave equation using edges 
elements for the electric or magnetic field, as 
opposed to using the two first-order Maxwell 
equations. The solution space of the former is 
larger compared to the latter, admitting 
(spurious) gradient fields with linear growth as 
solutions. Normally, if the initial conditions are 
properly set (divergence-free), these solutions 
are not excited. For long-time simulations 
however, numerical round-off error introduced 
by the linear solver can lead to the excitation of 
such modes. More recently, mixed FETD 
formulations directly based upon the first-order 
Maxwell curl equations have become 
increasingly popular [5,74-76]. In this case, two 

different sets of basis functions are used (hence the 
name mixed), most often edge elements for the 
electric field and face elements for the magnetic 
field. This choice is informed by using the language 
of differential forms for Maxwell equations—as 
opposed to vector fields— where the electric field is 
a one-form and the magnetic flux density is a two-
form [77]. This application of mixed basis functions 
satisfies a discrete version of the de Rham diagram, 
and thus it avoids spurious modes (see Section IV). 
Using a leap-frog scheme for the time-discretization, 
mixed E-B FETD produces conditionally stable 
algorithms with no secular growth modes [5]. 
Furthermore, under proper choice of edge and face 
basis function in a Cartesian grid and after mass 
lumping, the mixed E-B FETD recovers Yee’s 
FDTD (see Section IV). It also suggests a consistent 
way to extend Yee’s FDTD to slanted/curved 
interfaces and to construct hybrid FDTD/FETD 
algorithms.  

 

Table 1:  Comparison of some basic FDTD and FETD properties. 
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IV. BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN 
FDTD AND FETD 

 
Both FDTD and FETD are partial-

differential-equation (PDE) based algorithms 
and—as considered here—applied to the same 
set of equations. Hence, it is only reasonable to 
expect, at some fundamental level, some major 
congruence between these two algorithms. 
Indeed, it can be shown that the FDTD is 
equivalent to (or it can be viewed as a special 
case of) FETD under the following choices for 
the FE discretization:  
i) Regular quadrilateral (2-D) or hexahedral (3-
D) grid.  
ii) Mixed basis functions to expand the electric 
and magnetic fields (i.e., edge elements for E 
and face elements for B) along with Galerkin 
testing or construction of Galerkin Hodge 
operators [70,74-76], 
iii) Mass lumping applied to the mass matrix to 
approximate it as a diagonal matrix, and  
iv) Leap-frog update for the time discretization. 

A key reference on mass lumping schemes 
for Maxwell equations is [78]. The geometric 
underpinning for all these choices in FETD 
becomes apparent when Maxwell’s equations 
are cast in terms of exterior differential forms 
[67, 77]. In this representation, the electric field 
intensity vector E is the proxy of a one-from E, 
whereas the magnetic flux density vector B is 
the proxy of a two-form, B. More generally, p-
forms are objects that can be associated at the 
discrete level with “p-cells” of the mesh (p=0: 
nodes, p=1: edges, p=2: faces, p=3: volumes) 
and admit a natural discrete representation 
(cochains [79]) in terms of the so-called 
Whitney p-forms [67]. The latter recover edge 
elements for p=1 and face elements for p=2, for 
example. Moreover, the reason for staggered 
grids in FDTD is geometrically motivated by the 
fact that objects on the primal grid possess 
internal orientation (i.e., are “ordinary” 
differential forms) such as E and B, whereas 
objects on the dual grid possess external 

orientation (i.e., they are “twisted” differential 
forms) such as H and D, see illustration in Fig. 4 
(left) [77]. These two kinds of discrete differential 
forms are defined on two grids (cell complexes), 
each inheriting one type of orientation (primal and 
dual grid, or ordinary and twisted complex, see Fig. 
4).  

When using differential forms, all vector 
differential operators such as div, curl, and grad are 
unified and become reduced to different incarnations 
of the exterior derivative operator d [77,80]. The 
exterior derivative d admits a trivial implementation 
on an arbitrary mesh in terms of its adjoint: the 
boundary operator ∂ [80]. The boundary operator 
carries the intuitive meaning, i.e., it maps an edge 
into its (two) boundary nodes; it maps a face into its 
(three, in the case or a triangular or tetrahedral mesh, 
or four, in the case of a rectangular or hexahedral 
mesh) boundary edges; and so on, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4 (right) [77,80,81]. Note that ∂2=0 is verified 
for any mesh element (i.e., the boundary of a 
boundary is zero). This identity is simply a 
generalization of the vector calculus identities div 
curl=0 and curl grad =0. 

In relation with these identities, it should also be 
pointed out that any FDTD or FETD implementation 
should obey a discrete version of the so-called de 
Rham diagram [67,82], which is illustrated in Fig. 5.  
Essentially, the de Rham diagram implies that (in a 
simply connected domain) the space of discrete 
zero-curl fields is isomorphic (i.e., one-to-one) to the 
space of discrete gradient fields; the space of 
discrete zero-divergence fields is isomorphic to the 
space of discrete curl fields; and so on, mirroring the 
properties of the respective continuum spaces. 
Conformity to the de Rham diagram is a key 
property to avoid appearance of spurious modes 
during the discretization process [67,82]. In the 
conventional (Yee’s) FDTD scheme, the de Rham 
diagram is trivially verified. However, this is not 
true for subgridded FDTD, contour-path FDTD, or 
hybrid FDTD/FETD implementations, for example. 
In those cases, care should be exercised to make sure 
the resulting formulation follows the discrete de 
Rham diagram. 
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Fig. 4. Left—Internal (ordinary forms) and external (twisted forms) orientations for electromagnetic 
fields. This leads naturally to dual staggered grids (cell complexes). For simplicity, we depict a regular, 
hexahedral mesh. Right—Representation of the boundary operator ∂ acting on mesh elements (edge and 
cell/face). Note that the boundary of a boundary is always zero: ∂2=0, which generalizes the identities curl 
grad =0, and div curl =0 distilled from their metric structure (Reprinted with permission from F. L. 
Teixeira and W. C. Chew, J. Math. Phys., vol. 40, no. 1, pp. 169–187, 1999. © 1999, American Institute 
of Physics). 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the de Rham diagram (in a simply connected domain) and the relation 
among the various finite element spaces [67,82], differential forms [67,77], mesh components [80,81], 
and discrete operator maps [77]. The exterior derivative operator d (upper row) plays the role of the grad, 
curl, and div operators (fourth row) when acting on 0-, 1-, and 2-forms, respectively [77,81]. Both 
(consistent) FDTD and FETD algorithms should obey this diagram to avoid spurious modes. 
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V.  FUTURE CHALLENGES 

 
Prediction of future trends is always speculative 
and prone to miss “black swan” type of events. 
With this caveat in mind, we list below some of 
the future challenge areas for FDTD and FETD. 
 
5.1 Parallelization and hardware developments— 
Since both FDTD and FETD algorithms are highly 
parallelizable, the full exploitation of parallel 
architectures and multicore processors with 
improved throughput and latency remains an 
important task. For FETD, linear solvers that 
explicitly exploit parallel architectures are likely to 
gain more importance. Coupled developments in 
FPGA and software-configurable microprocessors 
design are also likely to enhance the overall 
performance of FDTD and FETD codes. Of major 
importance also is the exploitation of graphics 
processing units (GPUs) and their highly parallel 
structure for acceleration of both FDTD and sparse 
linear solvers (the latter with obvious impact on 
FETD) [83].   
 
5.2 Grid dispersion error control— For very large 
scale problems, minimization of grid-dispersion 
error is a critical issue. Ideally, this should be done 
with minimal impact on the underlying sparsity of 
the methods. In FDTD, pre-asymptotic high-order 
schemes have come a long way towards this 
objective, but similar progress remains to be 
achieved in FETD.  
 
5.3 Adaptation— Further development in a priori 
and a posteriori error indicators in time-domain 
will certainly benefit the development of fully 
adaptive meshing techniques, either based on 
structured (for FDTD, such as subgridding 
techniques) or unstructured meshes for FETD, and 
using either static or dynamically adaptation [84].  
 
5.4 Multi-domain approaches and domain-
decomposition—Development of domain-
decomposition (DD) techniques as a “divide-and-
conquer” methodology to reduce the CPU 
requirements and most importantly, memory 
requirements in FETD, is another future challenge. 
Much progress has been done in recent years in 
frequency-domain DD-FE techniques, but 
application to the time-domain remains a 
challenge. In FDTD, the (possibly adaptive) use of 

Huygens’ boxes to minimize the solution space 
remains an area for future developments especially 
for problems with highly disparate geometrical 
sizes, and for applications such as antenna-
platform and antenna-antenna interaction problems 
[85].  
 
5.5 Hybridization with integral-equation and 
asymptotic methods—The seamless integration 
(hybridization) of FETD and FETD with either 
full-wave TD-IE (integral equation) and/or high-
frequency asymptotic approaches employing, for 
example, Gaussian beams or TD-UTD (uniform 
theory of diffraction), in dynamically adaptive 
schemes remains to be achieved.  
 
5.6 Discrete differential forms—Application of 
differential forms is of particular interest to 
provide “design principles” of new FDTD and 
FETD compatible discretization schemes for more 
arbitrary mesh elements (polyhedral, concave)  
and in composite/heterogeneous grids [86]. 
 
5.7 Asynchronous time-stepping—Time-stepping 
is a relatively primitive and costly approach to 
enforce causality in time-domain methods. 
Possibly, the exploitation of discrete-event 
simulation approaches whereby dynamical states 
are updated asynchronously on demand (i.e., only 
when necessary) [87]—instead of 
synchronously—will certainly be an important 
development to extend the applicability of FDTD 
and FETD to, for example, problems with 
disparate time-scales (multiscale).    
 
5.8 Hybrid FDTD/FETD —Since FETD provides 
better geometrical flexibility and FDTD better 
memory scalability, it is only natural to seek an 
hybridization of these two methods—using FETD 
in regions with high geometrical complexity and 
FDTD elsewhere [88]. Earlier hybrid 
FDTD/FETD schemes were often plagued by 
numerical instabilities and spurious modes [89]. 
Recently, consistent hybrid FDTD/FETD methods 
based on vector elements and free from 
instabilities were put forth [90]. These methods 
obey the consistency rules discussed in Section IV. 
It is expected that further development of hybrid 
FDTD/FETD, such as integration of higher order 
and extension to complex media, will make it a 
method of choice for many electromagnetic 
problems [91].    
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Abstract─ Antenna measurements are often car-
ried out in the radiating near-field of the antenna 
under test. Near-field transformation algorithms 
determine an equivalent sources representation of 
the antenna in an inverse process and field values 
in almost arbitrary distances can be computed. In 
this paper two integral equation methods for the 
near-field transformation are presented, which are 
especially suitable for electrically large antennas, 
irregular sample point distributions, higher order 
probes, and non-ideal measurement environments. 
 
Index Terms─ Integral Equation Methods, Near-
Field Far-Field Transformation, Plane Wave Ex-
pansion, Equivalent Current Methods. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The radiation characteristic of an antenna under 

test (AUT) can be determined employing one of 
the various measurement techniques, e.g. far-field, 
compact range or near-field measurements [1]. For 
electrically large antennas, which achieve far-field 
conditions in a distance of several tens or even 
hundreds of meters, indoor far-field measurements 
are not applicable due to the limited size of the 
measurement facility. In open field test ranges the 
environmental conditions are difficult to control 
for precise measurements. In near-field measure-
ment techniques the radiated field distribution of 
the AUT is measured in the radiating near-field 
and afterwards processed into the far-field or even 
other observation locations, typically outside the 
AUT minimum sphere as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
With the computational resources available nowa-
days, near-field transformation algorithms allow to 
compute the far-field pattern of the AUT with 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Antenna field regions and measurement setup. 

 
accuracies comparable to a direct far-field meas-
urement. 

In the transformation algorithm, the radiated 
field distribution of the AUT is represented by 
equivalent sources and their unknown amplitudes 
are determined in an inverse process from the 
measured near-field values. 

In practice a near-field probe with finite geo-
metrical extent and a corresponding receiving 
characteristic is used to probe the AUT field dis-
tribution. For a measurement of the electric field 
strength at a discrete sampling point, the probe 
kind of integrates the field over its volume result-
ing in an output signal proportional to the 
weighted field distribution around the sampling 
location (see Fig. 2). To compensate this effect, 
a probe correction is 
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Fig. 2.  Probe weighting effect in electric near-field 
measurement. 
 
employed in most of the transformation algorithms 
[2]. 

Depending on the kind of measurement, various 
near-field transformation algorithms exist, all with 
their own benefits and drawbacks. 

One of the major categories are algorithms 
working with eigenmode expansions of the AUT 
fields [3], for example spherical, cylindrical, and 
plane waves for spherical [4], cylindrical, and 
planar measurement surfaces [5], respectively. 

To relate the amplitudes of the waves to the 
measured near-field values in an efficient manner, 
the orthogonality of the eigenmodes is utilized. 
This requires an often regular measurement grid 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

on the corresponding coordinate surfaces, even 
though some techniques have been proposed for 
spherical [6] and planar [7] near-field measure-
ments with non-ideal probe locations. 

The computational complexity of the probe cor-
rection strongly depends on the measurement ge-
ometry. While general probes can be corrected 
efficiently for planar near-field measurements [5], 
a full correction of higher order probes for spheri-
cal near-field measurements becomes time con-
suming since either the measurement or the trans-
formation time [8] is increased. Nevertheless effi-
cient formulas for so-called first order probes with 
an azimuthal mode spectrum restricted to the 
μ=±1modes are well-known [4]. 

A second category of near-field transformation 
algorithms works with integral equation evalua-
tions. Equivalent current methods (ECM) [9-12] 
assume equivalent Huygens currents either on a 
fictitious surface (green sphere in Fig. 3 left) or the 
radiating structure itself (red arrows on horn an-
tenna surface mesh Fig. 3 left). The currents are 
related to the field values employing a  field inte-
gral equation. For an efficient solution, this equa-
tion can be evaluated using fast solver techniques 
like the multilevel fast multipole method 
(MLFMM) [13-14]. As such, a plane wave expan-
sion is employed to convert the equivalent Huy-
gens currents into propagating plane waves (Fig. 3 
middle), which can be translated to the field probe 
position efficiently. 

A full probe correction is achieved by weight-
ing the incident plane waves with the probe’s far- 
field pattern prior to superposition (Fig. 3 right) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.  Equivalent current and plane wave representation of AUT. 
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without increasing the algorithms complexity. A 
second approach, referred to as plane wave based 
near-field far-field transformation (PWNFFFT), 
utilizes the plane waves as equivalent sources di-
rectly [15]. Due to the integral equation formula-
tion, both approaches are well suited for irregular 
measurement surfaces. The fast solver techniques 
with a low complexity also allow the transforma-
tion of electrically large antennas. 

In the following sections, the ECM and 
PWNFFFT approaches are discussed and some 
results are shown. Further, some remarks on elec-
trically large antennas and non-ideal measurement 
environments are given. 
 
II. EQUIVALENT CURRENT METHOD 

According to Huygens’ principal, the electric 
field strength 

inc

( ) ( , ) ( ) (1)

( , ) ( ) ' ( )
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due to a radiating or scattering object at a meas-
urement point Mr  can be computed from the elec-
tric and magnetic Huygens currents ( ')AJ r  and 

( ')AM r  assumed on the surface A, either a ficti-
tious surface or the radiating/scattering structure 
itself. ( , ')E

J MG r r  and ( , ')E
M MG r r  are the dyadic 

Green’s functions of free space and inc ( )ME r  is 
the incident field used as excitation for scattering 
investigations. In the following, the paper focuses 
on antenna measurements, where no incident elec-
tric field inc ( )ME r  is present. The ECM relating 
the equivalent Huygens currents to the measured 
probe signals is developed in the following. The 
formulation starts with the output signal 

probe
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of the field probe measuring the radiated near-field 
distribution. It is obtained by weighting the elec-
tric field over the probe volume according to the 
spatial probe characteristic probe ( )w r  as seen in 
Fig. 2. 

The electric and magnetic surface currents 
characterizing the AUT are discretized on a trian-
gular surface mesh [12] utilizing Rao-Wilton-

Glisson (RWG) basis functions ( )β r  [16] result-
ing in 
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pJ  and qM  are the unknown current expansion 
coefficients. Applying Gegenbauer’s addition 
theorem together with a plane wave expansion, the 
spatial integral for the probe signal can be cast in a 
spectral integral 
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over the Ewald sphere analog to the fast multipole 
method (FMM) [13-14]. The spatial basis func-
tions ( )β r  are Fourier transformed into their 

spectral counterparts ˆ( )kβ% , i.e. the corresponding 
plane wave representation. The spatial probe 
weighting function probe ( )w r  is Fourier trans-
formed as well into the spectral probe correction 
coefficient ˆ( , )MkP r . This is simply the product 
of the probe’s far-field pattern and the antenna 
factor, relating the electric field to the probe sig-
nal. The plane waves are translated from the AUT 
to the field probe position Mr  by multiplication 

with the diagonal translation operator ˆ ˆ( , )L MT k r . 
Then, they are weighted with the probe correction 
coefficient and superimposed to give the measured 
probe signal. The diagonal form of the translation 
operator is a key factor for the realization of a fast 
integral equation solver. The FMM acceleration is 
implemented in a multilevel fashion (MLFMM) 
similar to [17] and further described in section VI. 

To determine the unknown current expansion 
coefficients in an inverse process, the probe output 
signal is measured at several points. Electrically 
large AUTs require a huge number of unknowns in 
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order to model the radiation behavior accurately 
and a large number of measurement points is also 
required for the inverse solution. Due to the high 
complexity of direct solvers, the resulting normal 
system of equations is solved by the iterative gen-
eralized minimum residual method (GMRES) 
[18]. 

In addition to far-field computations, ECMs are 
also suitable for antenna diagnostics, especially if 
a priori knowledge is given. Therefore, the equiva-
lent currents on the radiating structure can be di-
rectly evaluated in order to inspect the antenna’s 
functioning. It is further noted that ECMs are suit-
able for near-field measurements close to the 
AUT, when modal expansion methods might no 
longer be applicable. 

 
Key features of the presented ECM include: 

 
• Antenna diagnostics possible 
• Near-field measurements close to AUT 

possible 
 
III. PLANE WAVE BASED NEAR-FIELD 

TRANSFORMATION 
The second approach (PWNFFFT) utilizes di-

rectly plane waves as equivalent sources represent-
ing the AUT. The spectral plane wave representa-
tion of the AUT is obtained from the electric 
equivalent Huygens currents by Fourier transform 
according to 

AUT

j '
A

ˆ( ) ( ')e ' (5)A
V

k dV⋅= ∫∫∫ k rJ J r%

without any prior discretization. The same is done 
for the magnetic currents. The output signal of the 
field probe is thus obtained from Eq. (4) as 
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Plane waves representing electric and magnetic 
currents are combined to the total plane wave 
spectrum 
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for convenience. The further steps, translation and 

probe correction as well as the entire solution 
process are similar to the ECM. The plane waves 
used as equivalent sources are proportional to the 
desired far-field pattern of the AUT. Therefore, an 
additional far-field computation from the deter-
mined sources is no longer required. 
 

Key features of the presented PWNFFFT in-
clude: 
 

• Minimum number of unknowns possible  
• No separate far-field computation 

 
IV. NEAR-FIELD TRANSFORMATION 

ALGORITHM 
The utilization of the presented methods for 
near-field measurements is addressed in this 
section and shown in the flowchart in Fig. 4.  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.  Flowchart of near-field transformation. 
 
First the near-field of the AUT is sampled in typi-
cally two polarizations. For the ECM it is possible 
to assume the equivalent currents on a model of 
the AUT. Alternatively they can be assumed on 
arbitrary surfaces, typically enclosing the AUT. 
The currents are converted to propagating plane 
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waves in a preprocessing step. That is where the 
PWNFFFT starts. The inverse problem is solved 
employing the FMM fast integral equation solver. 
Near-field values can be computed from both the 
equivalent currents as well as the plane waves. For 
the PWNFFFT no further computations are re-
quired to obtain the far-field pattern of the AUT, 
whereas further computations are required for the 
ECM. For the ECM, the equivalent currents can be 
evaluated for diagnostic purposes. 
 

V. RESULTS 
Both ECM and PWNFFFT algorithms have 

been applied to a near-field measurement scenario. 
A Kathrein base station antenna was measured at 
1.92 GHz using a spherical NSI near-field scanner 
[19] and an open-ended waveguide probe. The 
antenna has a height of 1.3 m which equals 8.3 λ . 
The parameters of the measurement setup are 
summarized in Table 1. Fig. 5 shows the equiva-
lent currents determined by the ECM approach on 
a rectangular box surrounding the AUT. Some 
clues on the radiating elements inside the radome 
can be obtained. Nevertheless, a model of the base 
station antenna would deliver more detailed diag-
nostic information like the excitation levels of the 
single radiators. 

 
Table 1.  Parameters of measurement setup. 

AUT Kathrein base station 
antenna 742 445 

Measurement type Spherical 

Probe WR 430 OEWG 

Frequency 1.92 GHz 

Antenna size 1.3 m 8.3λ  

Measurement dis-
tance 2.715 m 

 
 

The transformed far-field pattern is shown in 
Fig. 6 in E- and H-plane cuts and compared to the 
reference pattern obtained from the commercial 
NSI2000 software. With respect to the large dy-
namic range of 60 dB in the E-plane cut, a good 
agreement with the reference could be achieved. 

 
 

Fig. 5.  Equivalent currents on rectangular box sur-
rounding  base station antenna. 
 

 
             (a) 

 

 
             (b) 

Fig. 6.  Reference and transformed far-field patterns of 
base station antenna. (a) E-plane cut. (b) H-plane cut. 
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VI. ELECTRICALLY LARGE 
ANTENNAS AND NON-IDEAL 

MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENTS 
The low complexity of the algorithms due to the 

diagonal translation operators can be further en-
hanced in a multilevel version [12,20] analog to 
the multilevel fast multipole method (MLFMM) 
[14]. Therefore the measurement points are 
grouped in a multilevel box structure and the plane 
waves are no longer translated to every measure-
ment point explicitly. Instead the plane waves are 
translated to the box centers on the highest level 
and are further processed through the different 
levels towards the measurement points using dis-
aggregation and anterpolation. Disaggregation is a 
simple phase shift between the box centers on ad-
jacent levels or the lowest level of the box struc-
ture and the measurement points respectively. An-
terpolation can be seen as counterpart to interpola-
tion and it reduces the sampling rate of the plane 
wave spectrum according to its spectral content 
with decreasing box sizes on the various levels. 
The probe correction is performed on the lowest 
level of the box structure for a minimum number 
of plane wave samples. The hierarchical field rep-
resentation is the principal point for reducing the 
computational complexity of the algorithm from 
O(N2) to O(NlogN), N being the number of meas-
urement points. 

For measurement points fulfilling the far-field 
condition, efficient far-field translations, utilizing 
a single plane wave in the direction towards the 
measurement point, can be used. In order to relax 
the far-field criterion, the AUT can be recursively 
subdivided into smaller source boxes with a re-
duced far-field distance. The probe output voltage 
is obtained as superposition of the individual 
source boxes. Near- and far-field translations are 
combined in a hybrid approach in order to opti-
mize the overall complexity [21]. 

The plane wave characteristic of the equivalent 
sources allows to utilize reflection and diffraction 
concepts also in near-field distance to the AUT. 
Subdividing the AUT in source boxes and utilizing 
far-field translations, infinite perfectly conducting 
ground planes and dielectric halfspaces, as ap-
proximation for real ground effects, can be consid-
ered in the transformation algorithm by superim-
posing ground reflected waves with the line-of-
sight waves [20]. More complex obstacles and 

scattering objects can be considered by an 
MLFMM-UTD hybrid approach [22], if sufficient 
a priori knowledge is given. Unknown scattering 
objects and non-ideal measurement environments 
are modeled as additional sources via scattering 
centers [23]. The plane waves representing the 
AUT as well as the additional scattering centers 
are determined in the inverse solution process. 
Only some oversampling of the measured fields is 
required to determine the additional unknowns. 

 
Key features of the algorithms include: 
 
• Low complexity of O(NlogN) 
• Arbitrary measurement grids possible 
• Full probe correction 
• Antenna diagnostics 
• Integration of scattering contributions pos-

sible 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
An equivalent current method as well as a plane 

wave based near-field transformation have been 
disucssed. Due to the integral equation formula-
tion, these approaches are well suited for irregular 
measurement grids and a full probe correction is 
easily integrated without increasing the complex-
ity. Fast solver techniques and a hybrid formula-
tion utilizing combined near- and far-field transla-
tions allow an efficient transformation also for 
electrically large antennas with a low complexity. 
The plane wave based formulation allows for the 
compensation of ground reflections and also the 
effects of non-ideal measurement environments 
can be countered by introducing a scattering center 
approach. 
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Abstract – The objective of this paper is to 
investigate the utilization of field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGA) in the field of 
electromagnetics by applying the ant colony 
optimization (ACO) method in the design of 
phased array antennas for multiple beam satellite 
communication systems.  The amplitudes of the 
array elements are optimized to reduce the co-
channel interference in a multiple beam satellite 
communication system.  The potential gains in the 
speed of the calculations are investigated in 
comparison to conventional simulation techniques 
of the same application on a regular PC.  Two 
different FPGA platforms and implementation 
approaches are compared for performance to two 
software developments implemented using Matlab 
and C languages. It has been shown that 
significantly accelerated performance can be 
achieved for the particular application.  This kind 
of speed improvement can enable handling more 
complex requirements and constraints for the same 
application in a very reasonable amount of time, 
which would otherwise be impossible with 
conventional computational platforms and 
techniques.  This magnitude of speed 
improvement is due to the configurable nature of 
the FPGAs.  Unlike central processing units (CPU) 
in a conventional computer, which have to deal 
with a preset set of instructions to properly 
function; FPGAs are completely programmable to 
carry out a set of functions in the most efficient 
manner for the particular algorithm at hand.  In 
this study, the FPGA has been configured to 
function as an efficient “ACO machine.”  Both 
parallelization and pipelining have been utilized to 
achieve this performance.  The details of the 
implementation on the FPGA platform and the 
achieved acceleration are discussed in the paper.     

Index Terms - FPGA, parallel computing, 
reconfigurable programming, HPC, ant colony 
optimization, phased arrays, satellite 
communications, interference. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The need for faster computations in the 
electromagnetics community has been a bottleneck 
for some of the modern applications such as smart 
antennas, advanced rf materials, etc. These devices 
utilize complex structures and demand ambitious 
performance within their operational environment.  
It is often necessary to simulate the performance 
of components and platforms as a single system in 
the design stage.  As a result, accurate and fast 
modeling of large scale structures with fine 
features often becomes a challenge. Conventional 
full wave simulation techniques typically are not 
capable of solving such problems due to 
limitations in computational resources.  Often, 
researchers resort to asymptotic or hybrid 
techniques in order to obtain a “reasonably 
accurate” solution.    

The challenge becomes even bigger when the 
performance of these complex designs needs to be 
optimized over a set of constraints and parameters.  
Often the classical optimization techniques are not 
suitable because they typically require an initial 
estimate reasonably close to the final result in 
order to avoid stagnation at a local optimum point.  
They also tend to require analytical calculations 
such as derivatives that take computational time.  
Recently nature based heuristic optimization 
methods have gained attention in the 
electromagnetics community due to their robust 
random search mechanisms which have long been 
utilized for survival by different species.  
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Furthermore, these algorithms are inherently 
parallel in nature, which allows for accelerated 
computing.  

The supercomputing systems, which can 
potentially handle numerically intensive problems, 
are not commonly available because of their cost.  
Hardware accelerated computing has been gaining 
momentum over the last decade due its 
applicability to parallel computing while using a 
fraction of the power requirements of the 
conventional microprocessors and requiring much 
less cost in comparison to supercomputers. 

The objective of this paper is two folds: (i) 
investigate the use of field programmable gate 
arrays (FPGAs) in numerically intensive 
electromagnetic simulations, (ii) utilize the parallel 
nature of the ant colony optimization to accelerate 
the optimization of complex electromagnetic 
problems.  Since FPGAs can be instantly 
reconfigured to carry out different tasks 
simultaneously, they offer a natural choice for this 
application.   

 
II. RECONFIGURABLE 
COMPUTING WITH FPGAs 

 
An FPGA is a type of programmable chip that 

can be configured to behave in just about any way 
the programmer wishes enabling them to be highly 
efficient platforms.  Over the last decade, FPGAs 
have established themselves as the third 
programmable platform after microprocessors and 
digital signal processor (DSP) chips, [1].  While in 
the past the use of DSPs was ubiquitous, the 
utilization of FPGAs is growing rapidly due to the 
need for processing millions of instructions per 
second (MIPS). The primary reason FPGAs are 
preferred over DSPs is in fact driven by the 
application’s MIPS requirement, [2].  Three 
factors have driven the interest on these devices: 
performance, cost and their reconfigurable nature.  
Their high performance relies on the parallel 
implementation that they naturally offer.  This 
feature allows packing massive amounts of 
processing performance in a single package, 
eliminating the need to utilize different hardware 
components for different applications.  
Furthermore, the algorithms can be optimized over 
the reconfigurable hardware to avoid any overhead 

associated with the fixed instruction sets of 
microprocessors.   

FPGAs are reprogrammable silicon chips in a 
two dimensional array of logic cells.  A logic-cell 
is essentially made up of a small lookup table 
(LUT), a flip-flop and a 2-to-1 multiplexer, which 
can be used to bypass the flip-flop if necessary.  
Each logic-cell can be connected to other logic-
cells through interconnect resources; i.e. wires 
placed around the logic-cells.  Complex logic 
functions can be created by connecting hundreds 
or thousands of these logic cells together.  In 
addition to these interconnect resources; FPGAs 
also have fast dedicated lines in between 
neighboring logic cells allowing the efficient 
creation of arithmetic functions.  A schematic of 
the FPGAs is demonstrated in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of FPGA 
components and functionality. 

 
FPGAs can offer significant speed 

improvement compared to CPUs, [3] and have 
better price per performance ratio.  They are still 
keeping up with Moore’s law, roughly doubling 
their performance every 18 months.  Furthermore, 
they have lower power consumption per 
computation, which makes them very attractive for 
very large problems.  One of the main advantages 
of FPGAs is that they can dynamically create 
processing engines that fit the algorithm problem 
rather than fitting the algorithm to particular 
processor architecture.  Despite all the advantages, 
FPGAs are finding their way to scientific 
computing rather slowly due to two challenges: (i) 
The programming on the chip requires significant 
hardware knowledge as well as understanding of 
the parallel nature of the algorithm to be 
implemented, (ii) FPGAs are best suited for 
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integer calculations and floating point calculations 
are often required in scientific applications.  
Nevertheless, researchers have been utilizing this 
platform for electromagnetic applications, [4] [5].  

 
III. THE ANT COLONY 

OPTIMIZATION (ACO) 
ALGORITHM 

 
The ACO algorithm mimics the behavior of 

ants in their search for the shortest path between 
their nest and the food.  Although ants are nearly 
blind animals, they demonstrate the capability to 
establish the shortest path between their nest and 
food.  The ethologists have discovered that ants 
deposit a chemical substance called pheromone on 
their paths, which is used by other ants in their 
search process.  The most traveled path is marked 
with the highest level of pheromone.  This positive 
feedback behavior allows more ants to choose the 
path with the most pheromone amount, [6].  The 
algorithm for this concept is demonstrated in Fig. 
2.  The ants serve as agents that search the 
optimization space for a satisfactory solution.  The 
cost function is a measure of how satisfactory a 
solution is, with low cost implying a “better” 
solution.  The description of the cost function is 
application dependent and is one of the most 
critical parts of the algorithm in terms of 
efficiency and accuracy.  The random search is 
iteratively applied by the ants until one of the 
chosen paths satisfies the required convergence 
criteria. 

Fig. 2. ACO algorithm. 
 
The ACO algorithm is based on selection of 

different paths, and therefore inherently applies to 
a discrete set of choices at each decision point. As 
a consequence, ACO is suitable for non-
continuous optimization domains.  However, for 
electromagnetics and antenna problems, the 
optimization domain usually consists of a 

continuous range of choices.  Continuous 
problems have been solved for by modifications to 
the ACO algorithm, [7]-[10] This paper utilizes 
the Touring ACO by Hiroyasu, [7] where the 
solution is represented as a string of bits so that the 
path to decide is the bit values for this binary 
string, as shown in Fig. 3.  

Fig. 3 The binary path for ACO in continuous 
domain. 
 

The probability of a zero or one for each bit 
position is calculated from the total pheromone 
levels for the path for bit value of zero and one at 
each position as a function of the pheromone 
levels on the path as follows: 
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      In equation (1), 0τ  denotes the total 
pheromone amount for bit value of zero at a given 
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IV. THE APPLICATION: 

OPTIMIZATION OF PHASED 
ARRAYS FOR MULTIPLE BEAM 
SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 
 

In cellular satellite communications systems, a 
given coverage area is typically filled with a 
number of contiguous spot beams, which carry 
concentrated radiation along preferred directions.  
Since large areas are served in satellite 
communications, many beams need to be 
generated by the satellite antenna.  Due to limited 
available bandwidth, the same frequency bands are 
often reused in cells separated apart from each 
other to accommodate the traffic.  The frequency 
reuse approach results in co-channel interference 
due to the energy leaking from beams operating at 
the same frequency into each other.  The concept 
of frequency reuse for a multiple beam satellite 
communication system is demonstrated in Fig. 4, 
where the beams operating at the same frequency 
are denoted with the same color. A reuse factor of 
7 is shown in this figure; i.e. the same frequency is 
repeated every seven beams in the coverage area. 
In such a configuration, there is a potential of 
energy leak into beams operating at the same 
frequency through the side lobes of the radiation 
for an intended beam.  Such a design often relies 
on the spatial isolation of these co-channel beams 
for reduced interference. However, if there are a 
substantial number of them, the resultant noise can 
be detrimental to the operation of the system.   

Fig. 4. Co-channel interference concept for 
multiple beam satellite communications 
systems. 

 

This paper discusses the optimization of 
phased array antenna patterns to minimize this co-
channel noise for multiple beam satellite systems.  
The noise the paper is concerned with is due to the 
interference from other beams in the system.  The 
antenna pattern is manipulated by changing the 
amplitudes of the array elements so that the 
radiation along the direction of the co-channel 
beam centers is reduced below a threshold placing 
nulls in the antenna pattern along these directions.  
A linear array will be assumed for ease of 
computations with the understanding that the 
algorithm can be easily modified to adapt to a 
planar array.  The only anticipated challenge in 
modifying the algorithm to planar arrays is the 
requirement to solve for a larger number of 
unknowns.   

Numerous nature inspired optimization 
algorithms, including ACO, has been successfully 
applied to this problem before using conventional 
programming techniques on CPU, [11].  The 
optimization problem involves the computation of 
the array factor for a given array geometry and 
reducing the radiation levels along the co-channel 
beam directions.  For a linear array with equally 
spaced elements, the array factor, ( )f θ  and the 
normalized radiation pattern, ( )nU θ  can be 

calculated as given in [12] as follows: 
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where m is an index over element number, N is the 
total number of elements, ,m mI ϕ  are the 
amplitude and phase of the mth element, d is the 
center-to-center separation between elements, 

2k π
λ= is the wave number, and ,θ ϕ  are the 

observation angles with respect to the array axis.  
To further simplify the analysis, the individual 
elements are assumed to be isotropic sources; i.e. 
( , ) 1e θ ϕ = .  With these assumptions, the 

normalized radiation pattern is the square of the 
array factor, and the optimization can be based 
solely on the array factor calculations.  A uniform 
phase distribution is assumed, and the 
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optimization searches for a suitable set of 
mI  

values to achieve the desired radiation 
performance. 

 
V. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF 

ACO ALGORITHM FOR PHASED 
ARRAY OPTIMIZATION 

 
Two target platforms were chosen for running 

the ACO on an FPGA: (i) Silicon Graphics (SGI) 
Altix 450 system, (ii) ML510 development board 
based on Xilinx Virtex-5 FX130T FPGA. The 
Altix system is configured with two Itanium 
processor based compute blades and a 
Reconfigurable Application-Specific Computing 
(RASC) blade. The RASC blade comprises of two 
Xilinx Virtex 4 XC4VLX200 FPGAs. The ML510 
board is an embedded development platform with 
a 512 MB Compact Flash card and two 512 MB 
DDR2 DIMMs.  Both platforms have a CPU 
connected to an FPGA, but using different I/O 
mechanisms in the hardware (NUMAlink and 
Core Services for SGI, APU for the ML510).   

Mapping such an algorithm to an FPGA is 
different than programming a Van Neumann 
machine. Rather than a program counter 
controlling sequencing of instruction execution, 
data counters are used to control the streaming of 
data through a pipelined array of processing 
elements. Functions of the processing elements are 
fixed and data is passed from one processing 
element to the next, eliminating the need to move 
data in and out of memory as a shared processing 
resource steps through the processing sequence of 
the algorithm.  One must also be aware of the 
resources available (i.e. internal registers, look-up 
tables RAM, multipliers and accumulators) when 
determining the way in which parallelism is 
achieved in an FPGA.  

The ACO algorithm has multiple processing 
functions that are repeatedly performed as 
described earlier in the flowchart in Fig. 2. There 
are three major sections to the algorithm: Path 
Generation, Cost Calculation and Pheromone 
Update, which comprise a recursive pipeline. 
Additional logic monitors the process to determine 
when the algorithm has converged, and forwards 
the resulting data to the application running on the 
compute blade. Researchers have successfully 
implemented ACO on FPGA platform before, 

where in [13] a simplified form of ACO, namely 
P-ACO, was used to be able to fit the code on the 
Virtex-II Pro Platform utilizing FPGA XC2VP125.  
In [14] the authors utilize the FPGA as a 
coprocessor to the CPU, which carries out the 
controller evaluation functionalities.   

This paper implements the ACO algorithm 
entirely on a single FPGA by using two different 
approaches.  The first approach uses a highly 
efficient VHDL code on the SGI Altix platform.  
The second approach utilizes a software interface 
to the VHDL, ImpulseC, to implement the code in 
a C-like environment on the ML510 board.  
Details on the development for both approaches 
and a comparison of their performances are 
provided in the following sections. 

 
V.1 VHDL Implementation on Altix 450 

Path Generation updates the binary paths as 
discussed in Fig. 3. For this simulation, paths are 
produced using 8 bits for each optimization 
parameter (i.e. the amplitudes of the array 
elements), 40 parameters in each ant path (i.e. the 
number of array elements), 40 ant paths per 
iteration (i.e. 40 ants carry search for a solution 
simultaneously in each iteration), and as many 
iterations as it takes to converge, with an upper 
limit set by the user.  These data are generated at 
the bit level. For each bit, the probability is 
maintained as to whether that bit is a one or a zero. 
The new path is generated based on these 
probability values. With this implementation, 
increasing the number of bits per parameter will 
increase the FPGA resource requirement for this 
function, but will not increase the processing time.  

Streaming data from the Path Generation is 
fanned-out to parallel Multiply-Accumulators 
(MAC) in the Cost Calculation, as shown in Fig. 5.  
Separate MACs provide simultaneous updates to 
the cost function for each null, processing each 
parameter in every path. Note that the coefficients 
that describe the desired null pattern are stored in 
the FPGAs Block RAM. Four of these Block 
RAMs are used for each coefficient to provide the 
required 32-bit data width. After these MACs, the 
number of computations decreases to just the 
number of nulls. A multiplexer is employed to 
funnel data into divider that normalizes the data 
that has been accumulated. These numbers are 
accumulated to a single sum and a cost function is 
applied to generate the total cost for each ant path. 
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Based on this cost, the pheromone levels along 
each path and the probability of 0/1 at each bit 
position in the binary string is updated as shown in 
Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Cost calculation block diagram. 

 
Fig. 6.  Pheromone update block diagram. 

 
The time required to process data with this 

FPGA implementation is shown in the timing 
diagram in Fig. 7, where Clk is the 100 MHz 
system clock.  The Reset signal starts the first 
iteration of the algorithm, while the Restart signal 
starts the subsequent iterations of the algorithm. A 
timing strobe denoted by pSOF is used to 
increment the AntCount, which keeps track of the 
path being processed. GPFirstAntOut and 
GPLastAntOut are timing strobes that mark the 
start of the first and last path outputs from 
Generate Path. The flow of probability data from 
Pheromone Update to Generate Path is controlled 
by the data counter pCount, and AmpSOF is a 
timing strobe that marks the beginning of data 
flow out of the Path Generation section. 

 
Fig. 7. Timing diagram of ACO. 
 

By running the FPGA at 100 MHz clock rate, 
the data is processed at a rate of 10 ns per clock. 
Parameters are processed on each clock cycle, 
with a one path delay at the beginning, due to 
amplitude normalization in Path Generation, and a 
one path delay at the end due to probability update 
in Pheromone Update. It should be noted that this 
path delay at the end is not shown in the timing 
diagram, but is enforced by the Restart, which is 
issued by Pheromone Update once the last path 
computations have completed. 

For 40 parameters per path and 40 paths per 
iteration, the best expected run time per iteration is 
at about 16.8 μs (= 10 ns/ parameter * 40 
parameters/path * 42 paths/iteration).  It should be 
noted that 42 paths were used to account for the 
one path delay at the beginning, due to amplitude 
normalization in Path Generation, and a one path 
delay at the end due to probability update in 
Pheromone Update.  For the planar array case (i.e. 
40x40 array), run time is expected to be about 672 
ms/iteration (= 10 ns/ parameter * (40*40) 
parameters/path * 42 paths/iteration). 

 
V.2 Impulse C Implementation on ML510 

SGI’s Altix 450 platform is a highly efficient 
structure that integrates CPU with FGAs and 
utilizes shared memory to reduce any bottlenecks 
for data access.  However, it is a highly 
sophisticated platform that requires expertise in 
programming on such platforms.  Since expertise 
on such customized platforms are not common for 
the researched who is not in the field of FPGA 
computing, it was deemed of interest to implement 
the same algorithm on a more readily found FPGA 
card utilizing a software interface that helps 
simplify FPGA programming.  The block diagram 
below shows the CPU-FPGA architecture for the 
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ML510 development board using Impulse C 
language as an interface.  A C-like code is used 
with interpreted commands that translate into HDL 
implementation of the code by utilizing 
parallelism and pipelining. The development of 
the code utilizes the functions Impulse C provides 
for pipelining and parallelization, and the user can 
avoid working with the detailed timing diagrams 
as in the VHDL implementation.  Impulse C 
generates the necessary timing for the specific 
FPGA platform it supports.  Compiling the 
Impulse C code to the FPGA device involves two 
main steps:  (i) Generating HDL and exporting 
from Impulse CoDeveloper, (ii) Synthesizing and 
mapping to the FPGA board using Xilinx ISE.  
Since the first step is automated by Impulse C, the 
user has limited control on the specifics of the 
HDL code generated in comparison to the first 
approach where the VHDL code was developed 
manually.  The algorithm was compiled at 100 
MHz as in the SGI Altix implementation and a bit 
file was created successfully. Therefore, the 
devices are running at the same speed for identical 
algorithms for a fair comparison of efficiency.  
The algorithm was run numerous times and an 
average run time of 0.3 milliseconds per iteration 
was observed.  While the time for implementation 
of the code can be significantly reduced by using a 
software interface, a significant price in the run 
time efficiency is paid for as a result. 

Fig. 8. CPU-FPGA architecture for the 
ML510 implementation. 
 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS – 
COMPARISONS OF FPGA, C AND 
MATLAB IMPLEMENTATIONS 

 
As in all heuristic optimization methods, the 

performance of the algorithm depends on how the 

convergence criteria and cost function are defined.  
The cost function is defined such that a 25% drop 
in the peak gain is allowed while requiring the 
power levels along the direction of co-channel 
beams to be at least 40 dB down.  For simulation 
purposes in this investigation, the centers of six 
co-channel beam locations were considered; at 
3.75, 6.34 and 9.00 degrees off the main direction 
on either side.  A linear array of 40 elements, with 
center-to-center element separation of half a 
wavelength was considered, and symmetry was 
employed; i.e. amplitude and phase values of the 
array elements were assumed symmetric with 
respect to the center of the array.  The 
optimization space was sampled by 40 ants using 
eight bits per each optimization parameter.  Due to 
the symmetry assumption, the number of 
unknowns is 20, half of the number of array 
elements.  Therefore, the binary string generated 
by each ant is 160 (=20x8) bits long. 

When the algorithm was run on a standard PC 
(CPU: Intel Pentium M, 3 GHz and RAM: 1 GB) 
using Matlab, the time per a single iteration took 
about 0.47 seconds.  The same algorithm when 
implemented on C and run on the same platform 
ran about 53.4 times faster than the Matlab version, 
roughly at 8.8 milliseconds per iteration. The 
VHDL implementation on the Altix 450 system 
performed at 31.3 microseconds for runs after the 
bit loading was completed, resulting in a factor of 
15,160 in speed compared to the Matlab 
implementation. The same algorithm took 102.1 
microseconds per iteration including the bit 
loading, resulting in a factor of 4,607 in speed 
compared to the Matlab implementation.  It should 
be noted that the bit loading is only necessary 
when the algorithm is first run.  Later runs do not 
need this process as the FPGA is already 
configured. The FPGA implementation using 
VHDL on Altix 450 system performed 100 times 
faster than the implementation on ML510 board 
using Impulse C language. The results of the 
algorithm are demonstrated for different 
convergence criteria (0.001, 0.07 and 0.20) in Fig. 
9.  The most strict case (err = 0.001) took on 
average 12 minutes to complete.  The second case 
(err = 0.07) converged in about 0.4 minutes.  
Finally, the least strict case err = 0.20) took 0.01 
minutes to complete.  These times are based on 
average numbers for multiple runs of the same 
criteria.   
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Fig. 9. Optimized antenna pattern for six co-
channel beam centers - FPGA implementation 
on SGI Altix Platform. 
 

VII. THE PROCESS FOR 
RUNNING THE ALGORITHM ON 

THE FPGA 
 

There are significant differences between 
conventional software design flow and a hardware 
design flow for FPGAs, [15].  A multistage 
process is completed before a design can be used 
in an FPGA.  These stages include synthesis, 
verification, translation, mapping, place and route.  
Synthesis stage is where the hardware description 
language code (e.g. VHDL, Verilog) is translated 
into a text description of a schematic.  The 
verification step is to ensure that the specified 
design of the first step is functional.  The 
translation means the conversion of this text 
description into a binary format.  At this stage all 
the components and connections are mapped to the 
configurable logic blocks.  The place and route 
stage is when the design is fitted onto the target 
FPGA.  As a result of these stages a *.bit file, 
which is a configuration file to program the FPGA 
resources, is created to load the design onto the 
FPGA.  Once all these stages are completed, the 
algorithm can be run repeatedly, without having to 
repeat these steps.   

This multi-stage process in addition to the 
need to efficiently utilize available FPGA 
resources through pipelining and parallelism 
requires a steep learning curve for a scientist who 
is used to the conventional programming 
techniques.  It is this aspect of the FPGAs that 
hinders the wide use of these platforms in the 
broader scientific community.  Another key 

difference between FPGA implementation versus 
conventional programming is the compilation 
times.  Software compilation is shorter than the 
hardware implementations and debugging can be 
done as an iterative approach.  However, in the 
hardware approach the mapping of a defected 
design can cause significant delays in the place 
and route stage and should be avoided.  
 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The utilization of FPGAs in the field of 
electromagnetics has been investigated by 
optimizing the radiation pattern of an array 
antenna using the ant colony optimization method.  
The acceleration performance in comparison with 
conventional programming techniques has been 
shown to be in the order of 15,000 for the 
particular application using a clock speed of 100 
MHz.  This order of magnitude of speed 
improvement can enable handling more complex 
requirements and constraints for the same 
application in a very reasonable amount of time, 
which would otherwise be impossible with 
conventional computational platforms and 
techniques.   

This study demonstrates that FPGAs have 
tremendous potential for scientific computing.  
However, the problem investigated was small 
enough to be custom fit on a single FPGA, which 
enabled the high acceleration achieved. In more 
challenging electromagnetic problems, 
improvements at this magnitude may not be 
feasible. The most likely approach in such cases is 
utilizing the FPGA as a coprocessor to the CPU, 
which will reduce the acceleration factor.  
Furthermore, there are significant challenges to be 
overcome before the FPGAs can be considered as 
mainstream platforms for scientific computing.  
The overall acceleration for an application is 
highly dependent on the nature of the algorithm, 
required resources and what is available to the 
programmer, as well as programming skills.  
Interdependence and resource requirements of 
processes determine how the code can be 
parallelized.  To optimally utilize the FPGA, the 
programmer needs to know the available resources 
and time required for each process.  This is often a 
highly detailed process without access to 
mainstream products. The device at hand must 
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have the required resources for a given code.  
Successfully creating a bitfile for a given design to 
run at a given clock rate is not always possible for 
a given FPGA device.  This is a fundamental 
limitation of FPGA development. Often the 
remedy is only implementing parts of the 
algorithm on FPGA, and running the rest on the 
CPU. 
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Abstract─ Normal mode helical antennas are 
widely used for RFID and mobile communications 
applications due to their relatively small size and 
omni-directional radiation pattern. However, their 
highly curved geometry can make the design and 
analysis of helical antennas that are part of larger 
complex structures quite difficult. A simplified 
model is proposed that replaces the curved helix 
with straight wires and lumped elements. The 
simplified model can be used to reduce the 
complexity of full-wave models that include a 
helical antenna. It also can be used to estimate the 
performance of a helical antenna without full-
wave modeling of the helical structure.  
  
Index Terms─ Helical Antennas, RFID. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The helical antenna was introduced by John D. 

Kraus in 1946. Based on the far-field radiation 
pattern, a helical antenna operates in one of two 
principle modes: the normal mode with the 
maximum radiation perpendicular to the helix 
axis; or the axial mode with the maximum 
radiation in the direction of the axis [1]. The 
normal mode dominates when the diameter and 
axial length of the helix are much smaller than a 
wavelength. The radiation pattern of the normal 
mode helical antenna is omni-directional and 
generally similar to the pattern of a short dipole 
antenna. The self-resonant structure enables 
normal mode helical antennas to have radiation 
characteristics comparable to longer, straight-wire 
resonant dipole antennas [2]. Hence, normal mode 
helical antennas find many applications where the 
physical dimensions of the antennas are important, 
such as handsets [3], cellular phones [4]-[6] and 
RFID tags [7].  

Unlike straight-wire dipole antennas, helical 
antennas are three-dimensional in structure and 
there is a lack of reliable formulas for their design 

[8]. Most practical designs are the result of 
physical measurement trial-and-error, which is 
time-consuming and subject to errors introduced 
by the measurement facilities [4]. Therefore, 
numerical techniques are essential to helical 
antenna design and analysis [9], [10]. Helical 
antennas are mainly composed of curved surfaces 
and modeling these antennas using general 
purpose numerical tools requires mesh elements to 
be generated to fit the helical wire surfaces. This 
requires a large density of mesh elements and a 
great deal of computational resources. When 
modeling large systems that include a helical 
antenna, a significant portion of the computational 
effort may be devoted solely to the analysis of the 
helix, even when the helix is a small part of the 
total structure’s volume. 

In this paper, a simplified model is proposed 
to speed up the analysis of large structures 
containing helical antennas. In the simplified 
model, the helix is approximated by short straight 
wire segments connected by lumped elements 
representing the inductance of the helical turns. 
Theoretical calculations of the equivalent 
parameters are discussed. Nine different helix 
configurations are simulated using a general 
purpose full-wave modeling code to confirm the 
validity of the proposed model. The resonant 
frequency and input impedance of each 
configuration are examined. To further test the 
simplified model, two practical examples, an 
RFID antenna and a handset antenna, are also 
examined.  
 

II. SIMPLIFIED MODEL 
Fig. 1(a) shows the geometry of a helical 

dipole antenna. The helix is uniformly wound with 
a constant pitch, S. The radius of a helix can be 
uniform or tapered. In this paper, only uniform 
helices with constant radius, R, are considered. 
The helix’s conductor is a wire of radius, a, with a 
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circular cross section. The antenna is fed at the 
midpoint of the coil winding. In this section, a 
simplified model of the helix is analyzed and 
analytical expressions for estimating the model 
parameters are established. 

 

 
Fig. 1. (a) Helical antenna. (b) Wire-and-loop 
model. (c) Wire-and-inductor model. 

 
It has been shown [1] that the helix can be 

approximated as a series of small loops and 
dipoles when the physical dimensions of the helix 
are much smaller than a wavelength. The 
equivalent wire-and-loop model for the helical 
antenna is shown in Fig. 1(b). The wire-and-loop 
model suggests that the axial ratio of the normal 
mode helical antenna can be expressed as  

 
( )2 2

22
2

E SSAR
E CR
θ λ

φ λ

λ
π

= = =  (1) 

where Sλ=S/λ and Cλ=C/λ. C is the circumference 
of the loop.  

Most practical normal-mode helical antennas 
have an axial ratio greater than 1. In these 
antennas, the radiated field from the loops is 
smaller than the radiated field from the straight 
wire segments. We can generally neglect the 
radiation from the loops without incurring 
significant error. For example, if we require 2 dB 
of accuracy, we can still neglect the field radiated 
by the loops as long as, 

 2 
E E

dB
E

φ θ

θ

+
< . (2) 

Equations (1) and (2) imply that we can 
neglect the radiation from the loops as long as, 

 4AR > . (3) 
From (1), it is clear that different axial ratios 

can be achieved by proper selection of the helix 

dimensions. For example, with Cλ<0.1, AR>4 is 
satisfied when Sλ>0.02. The limits of the diameter 
and the pitch of the helix can be better expressed 
using the definition of pitch angle, e.g. in this case, 

 ( )tan 0.2   11  S or
C

α α °= > > . (4) 

When the radiation from the loops can be 
neglected, they function like inductors. With this 
in mind, the wire-and-loop model can be further 
simplified by substituting inductors for the small 
loops as shown in Fig. 1(c). The proposed, 
simplified model consists of one straight wire 
segment per turn. Each segment is oriented 
vertically and has a length equal to the pitch of the 
helix. The segments are connected by lumped, 
inductive elements. The lumped elements do not 
increase the size of the mesh and do not 
significantly add to the computational complexity 
of the numerical analysis. Therefore, the 
simplified model requires considerably less 
computational resources to analyze than the 
original full-structure analysis.  

In the original helix structure, the adjacent 
turns are coupled together via both mutual 
inductance and mutual capacitance. Since all the 
turns are coaxially oriented, some of the magnetic 
flux generated by one turn will pass through the 
neighboring turns. This part of flux induces a 
voltage that has the same polarity as the voltage 
drop caused by the self-inductance. In addition to 
the magnetic field coupling, electric field coupling 
also occurs between turns. The turn-to-turn 
capacitance provides an alternative current path 
that bypasses the loop and the straight wire. In the 
following sections, analytical expressions are 
derived that compensate for the mutual coupling 
that is missing in the simplified model.  

 
A. Equivalent loop inductance  

The parameters that need to be determined for 
the wire-and-inductor model in Fig. 1(c) include 
the equivalent inductance L of a single turn, and 
the equivalent radius a’ of a short wire segment. 
The equivalent inductance includes the self-
inductance Lself of one turn and the mutual 
inductance M coupled from its adjacent turns,  

 2selfL L M= + . (5) 
The self inductance of a loop placed in free 

space is given by the double integral Neumann 
formula [13], 
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4self
dl dlL

r
μ
π

′
= ∫ ∫

r r

. (6) 

Where μ0 is the permeability of free space; and 
dl
r

and dl′
r

represent the differential elements 
separated by a distance, r. For a circular loop of 
wire, a closed form approximation for Eq. (6) is 
given by the following expression [13]:  

 0
8 2loop

RL R ln
a

μ ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
 (7) 

where R is the loop radius and a is the wire radius. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Helical curve. 
 

As shown in Fig. 2, the actual distance 
between any two points, A and B, on the helical 
curve is, 

 2 2
0r r z= + Δ  (8) 

where r0 is the distance between A’ and B’ 

obtained by projecting point A and B onto the x-y 
plane. Δz is the distance between points A and B in 
the z direction. When the pitch is small compared 
to the coil radius, the distance between A and B is 
approximately equal to that between A’ and B’ or 
r ≈ r0. Therefore, for a small pitch angle, Eq. (7) is 
a good approximation of the self inductance of a 
helix turn. However, as the pitch angle increases, 
Δz increases quickly. Consequently, the self 
inductance of a helix turn with a large pitch angle 
is much smaller than the inductance calculated by 
(7). Notice that for any point on the helix curve, 

 
2

z S
R Rθ π

= . (9) 

Therefore,  

 
2

Sz R
R

θ
π

Δ = Δ . (10) 

Using the approximation,  
 0r R θ≈ Δ , (11) 

Eq. (8) becomes 
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Substituting (12) into (6), the self inductance of a 
helix turn is given by, 
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The mutual inductance between two adjacent 
turns can be approximated by the mutual 
inductance between two coaxially oriented circular 
loops of radius R, separated by a distance S [13]. 
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0
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2 2 22
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R S

πμ
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+
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B. Equivalent wire radius  

The capacitance of a wire with length l and 
radius a placed in free space is given by [14], 

 0

2
w

lC
lln
a

πε
=

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (15) 

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space. In Fig. 
1(c), one helix turn is replaced by a short wire 
segment with a length equal to the helix pitch. The 
wire length is much shorter than the turn length; 
therefore, the total wire capacitance is reduced. To 
maintain the correct capacitance, the radius of the 
straight wire segments must be increased. The 
capacitance of the thicker wire should equal the 
capacitance of a helix turn. Therefore, the 
equivalent radius, a’, is obtained using the 
following expression: 
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where ( )2 22totl R Sπ= + . 
The term on the left-hand side of (16) is the 

capacitance of a wire segment in the simplified 
model. The term on the right-hand side of (16) is 
the capacitance of a turn in the original helix. Eq. 
(16) is based on an assumption that the mutual 
capacitance between turns is negligible compared 
to the self capacitance of the wire. This is a 
reasonable assumption when the pitch angle 
satisfies the condition in Eq. (4). 

 
III. VALIDATION OF THE SIMPLIFIED 

MODEL 
In order to validate the simplified model 

described in the previous sections, the input 
impedances and the radiation patterns of helical 
antennas and the corresponding simplified models 
were calculated using a full-wave numerical 
modeling tool [17]. Since a normal mode helical 
antenna is generally designed to operate at its 

resonant frequency, the performance of the 
simplified model near resonance is important. The 
evaluation was done by computing the relative 
differences in the calculated input resistance and 
resonant frequency. The error in the input 
resistance is defined as the ratio of the resistance 
difference over R0, the input resistance of the 
helical antenna at its resonant frequency f0. The 
error in the resonant frequency of the helical 
antenna is defined as the difference between the 
resonant frequency of the simplified antenna,  f1, 
and the full helix, f0, divided by f0. Expressed as a 
percentage, the equations for these errors are 
indicated below: 

 ( ) 0

0

-
Re 100%

R R
Error

R
= ×  (17) 

 ( ) 0 1

0

-
100%

f f
Error f

f
= × . (18) 

The geometrical parameters of the antennas 
evaluated are given in Table 1. The antennas are 
grouped in three sets. Within each set, one 
parameter was varied.  

 
 

Table 1:  Geometrical Parameters of Helical Antennas. 
 

No Geometry Resonant frequency 
Different wire radius 

1 10, 1 mm, 1.68 mm, 15 , 0.01 mm N R S aα °= = = = =  2.89 GHz 
2 10, 1 mm, 1.68 mm, 15 , 0.02 mmN R S aα °= = = = =  2.97 GHz 
3 10, 1 mm, 1.68 mm, 15 , 0.04 mmN R S aα °= = = = =  3.08 GHz 

Different pitch angle 
4 10, 2 mm, 2.67 mm, 12 , 0.02 mmN R S aα °= = = = =  1.47 GHz 
5 10, 2 mm, 4.57 mm, 20 , 0.02 mmN R S aα °= = = = = 1.38 GHz 
6 10, 2 mm, 10.5 mm, 40 , 0.02 mmN R S aα °= = = = =  1.00 GHz 

Different number of turns 
7 10, 2 mm, 4.57 mm, 20 , 0.02 mmN R S aα °= = = = =  1.38 GHz 
8 20, 2 mm, 4.57 mm, 20 , 0.02 mmN R S aα °= = = = = 741 MHz 
9 40, 2 mm, 4.57 mm, 20 , 0.02 mmN R S aα °= = = = = 395 MHz 
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Table 2:  Equivalent Parameters of Simplified Models. 
 

No Equivalent parameters Error (Re) (%) Error (f) (%) 
1  31.5 , 6.21 nHa a L′ = =  2.2 1.3 
2  18.9 , 5.35 nHa a L′ = =  1.5 1.3 
3  11.3 , 4.51 nHa a L′ = =  0.7 1.6 
4  34.8 , 13.2 nHa a L′ = =  3.2 2.7 
5  24.7 , 11.5 nHa a L′ = =  4.0 0.1 
6  7.11 , 9.07 nHa a L′ = =  0.6 1.0 
7  24.7 , 11.5 nHa a L′ = =  4.0 0.1 
8  24.7 , 11.5 nHa a L′ = =  1.4 1.7 
9  24.7 , 11.5 nHa a L′ = =  3.2 2.2 

 

  
(a) Case 4: Input resistance. (b) Case 4: Input reactance. 

    
(c) Case 6: Input reactance.  (d) Case 6: Input reactance. 

 
Fig. 3. Input impedance for Cases 4 and 6.  
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Radiation patterns for Case 4: (a) Azimuth plane field pattern (b) Elevation plane field pattern. 
 
 

Table 3:  CPU-time and memory usage. 
 

CPU-time (Second) Memory-usage (MBtye) No Original model Simplified model Original model Simplified model 
1 4.28 0.4 14.8 0.54 
2 4.23 0.65 14.8 0.75 
3 4.95 0.64 16.9 0.96 
4 20.8 0.46 65.6 0.72 
5 24.9 0.46 74.4 0.82 
6 44.3 2.37 115.5 2.8 
7 24.9 0.43 74.4 0.82 
8 146.4 1.51 311.3 2.67 
9 506 5.42 890 9.54 

 
 
The relative errors in the input resistance and 

resonant frequency for each case are listed in 
Table 2. The input resistances at the resonant 
frequency of the simplified model are in 
reasonable agreement (within 5%) with values 
calculated for the full helix in all cases. The good 
agreement suggests that the analytical formulas 
(13) - (16) are sufficiently accurate near resonance 
for the helical antenna geometries evaluated. Table 
3 shows the computation time and the amount of 
memory per frequency required to analyze each 
original helical antenna and its simplified model. 
The simplified model significantly reduces both 
the CPU-time and the memory usage.  

 
 

Fig. 5. An RFID antenna embedded in a dielectric 
block. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Fig. 6. Input impedance of the RFID antenna and its simplified model: (a) Input resistance in air (b) Input 
reactance in air (c) Input resistance in dielectric (d) Input reactance in dielectric. 

 
One application of the simplified model is 

RFID antennas, which are widely used for 
identification and tracking of objects using radio 
waves. Recently, tire makers have begun 
embedding RFID tags in some of their tires to 
enable them to be tracked electronically. These 
tags often employ helical antennas embedded in a 
dielectric material as illustrated in Fig. 5. In this 
example, the antenna is designed to resonate at 
around 920 MHz. The parameters of the helix are: 
N = 106 turns, R = 0.5 mm, S = 0.833 mm, a = 
0.09 mm. The dimensions of the dielectric block 
are 97 11 11 mm× × . The relative permittivity of the 
dielectric is 4.0. 

The input impedance of both the RFID 
antenna and the simplified model are calculated 
for the antenna in air and the antenna in the 
dielectric block (Fig. 6). The difference between 
the helix and simplified model calculations of the 

input impedance is less than 5% for both the RFID 
antenna in air and in the dielectric block.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Mobile handset and coordinate system. 
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In order to further test the proposed model, a 
practical helical antenna design [3] for mobile 
handsets was also simulated. In this design, two 
helical antennas are mounted on top of a metal box 
(10 4.8 1.67 mm× × ) and separated by 3.125 cm 
(Fig. 7). Antenna 1 is excited and Antenna 2 is 
connected to a 50-Ω load. The helical antenna 
array is tuned to resonate at about 1.65 GHz. The 
antenna parameters are: N = 2.6 turns, S = 9.94 
mm, R = 2.1 mm, a = 0.28 mm. The simplified 
model requires an integer number of turns. 
Therefore, the number of turns was set to 3 in this 
simulation. The simulation results are shown in 

Figs. 8 and 9. The input resistance of the 
simplified model is close to that of the helical 
antenna near the resonant frequency. The error in 
the resonant frequency is only 1%. The radiation 
pattern predicted by the simplified model is 
identical to that of the helical antenna in both 
azimuth and elevation planes. The good agreement 
demonstrates that the proposed model is not only 
suitable for dipole-helical antennas, but it can be 
also applied to monopole-helical antennas. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 8. Input impedance of the helical antenna of the handset:  (a) Input resistance (b) Input reactance. 
 
 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 9. Radiation patterns for the handset helical antenna in the Azimuth plane: (a) Eθ  (b) Eφ. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
A simplified model for helical antennas has 

been proposed. In the model, the highly curved 
structure of the helix is replaced with a straight-
wire and inductor structure. The number of 
elements required to model the helix is 
significantly reduced; and therefore, analysis of 
the simplified model uses much less computational 
resources than analysis of the full helix. 
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Abstract ─  A review of current, past and 
projected activities in antenna development 
indicates a broad spectrum of requirements, and 
subsequently a variety of innovations to meet 
these requirements for military radar and 
communications systems.  Designing the antennas 
in the operating environment, known as in-situ 
design, is an important factor in guaranteeing the 
successful operation of the antenna in the field.  
This paper presents the basic blocks in antenna 
development, followed by examples of some 
antennas developed at the Army Research 
Laboratory for military systems and applications.  
These include Rotman lenses as beam formers for 
electronically scanning arrays; phased arrays using 
MEMS phase shifters at 30 GHz; a 76-GHz 
narrow beam, low-sidelobe antenna for collision 
avoidance radar; and other specialized antennas.  
Of special interest is an effort on developing and 
using metamaterials in antenna designs, where 
practical realizations of such materials have the 
potential of improving the performance and 
reducing the size of antennas.   
 
Index Terms ─ Antenna Modeling, Army, 
Military, In-Situ. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Antenna requirements for military applications 

include low profile, high efficiency, wide 
frequency band, highly integrated and 
conformability to the host platform.  The low 
profile and conformality stem from the desire to 
blend the antenna into its surroundings to avoid 
easy visible detection and identification.  These 
applications often require novel antenna solutions. 

In general, the more complex the antenna, the 
more it can be effected by the platform and 

operational environment. This is not always 
addressed by designers, even though it is the in-
situ antenna performance that will determine the 
system performance. The earlier in the acquisition 
process that the in-situ performance can be 
verified the more savings can be realized. 

Another important parameter in the antenna 
design is the choice of materials that meet 
structural, electronic, and electromagnetic 
requirements.  Material issues are paramount in 
integration, packaging, interference, and 
performance parameters such as efficiency and 
bandwidth.  Material selection also plays 
important roles in antenna appearance and 
identification, as well as its in-situ performance. 

In the following sections we go through the 
elements of the antenna development, discuss the 
roles of government laboratories, industry and 
academia in such developments, and present some 
examples of recent and on-going research. 
 

II.  ELEMENTS OF ANTENNA 
DEVELOPMENT 

A successful antenna development is a 
collaborative effort between the customer, who 
sets the requirements, in this case Government 
laboratories, academia or universities, and 
industry.  The sequence of development from 
concept to fielding is shown in Figure 1, along 
with the main areas that constitute the 
development.  The requirements for the specific 
applications, the modeling in the environment, and 
the field testing of the antenna occur at different 
stages of the development and are specific to the 
Army, Navy, or Air Force laboratory that is 
involved.  The last stage of production is specific 
to the industry. 
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Fig. 1. Components of antenna development for military applications. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 2.  Modeling flow-chart for electromagnetic simulation.
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Modeling has become a central and essential 
part of the antenna development.  Commercial 
software packages for electromagnetic modeling 
have seen significant advancements over the last 
four decades.  They continue to be improved as 
new designs and new materials call for new 
modeling paradigms.  High performance 
computing (HPC) tools have made it possible to 
model complex structures over broad frequency 
bands in ways that were not possible a few 
decades ago.  However, expert users are always 
required and expected to make full usage of the 
available modeling and computational tools.  
Engineering judgment is often required to meet 
time and cost constraints, as modeling is a trade-
off in time and cost for the required accuracy.  A 
modeling flow chart that shows the different steps 
in the electromagnetic modeling is shown in 
Figure 2.  

  
III.  IN-SITU ANTENNA DESIGN 

A major objective for military applications is 
to develop and evaluate electromagnetic models of 
in-situ antenna designs in operational 
environments to support the design and analysis of 
multifunction radar and communication systems. 
“Bolt-on” antenna solutions often have reduced 
performance whereas vehicle integrated designs 
can dramatically improve performance and avoid 
costly redesign and increased Test and Evaluation 
(T&E) costs. The earlier in the acquisition process 
that the in-situ performance can be verified the 
more savings can be realized. In-situ antenna 
modeling refers not just to the sensor platform but 
also its environment such as urban terrain and the 
presence of a ground plane. Army applications 
often require novel antenna solutions but in 
general the more complex the antenna the more it 
can be effected by the operational environment. 
The highly integrated antenna designs will 
emphasize low cost, lightweight approaches with 
optimum performance on the next generation RF 
sensor platforms. This is often not addressed by 
industry even though it is the in-situ antenna 
performance that will determine the system 
capability.  

Army Research Laboratory (ARL) has 
developed a significant measurement and 
simulation-based infrastructure for modeling 
antennas and antenna platforms. Antennas are 
critical elements for all radar and communication 

systems. Therefore, it is necessary to fully 
characterize and understand antenna performance 
in the presence of the platform to assess system 
performance. Poorly designed antennas can lead to 
electromagnetic interference (with other systems 
on the platform), decreased range and 
underutilization of bandwidth. In addition, poorly 
integrated antennas can adversely affect the 
aerodynamic and structural performance for the 
case of airborne platforms. This can lead to costly 
overruns for re-designs. ARL is using simulation-
based design techniques (with spot measurements 
for validation) to model the antenna and platform 
over the complete design trade space in order to 
arrive at the optimal solution the first time. 

ARL uses a combination of in-house 
developed and contractor-developed software for 
modeling antennas. The primary production codes 
in use at ARL include commercial software for 
antenna design and analysis such as FEKO 
(http://www.feko.info), Ansoft High Frequency 
Structure Simulator (http://www.ansoft.com), 
EMPiCASSO (http://www.emagware.com), 
XFDTD (http://www.remcom.com) and the 
General Electromagnetic Model for the Analysis 
of Complex Systems (GEMACS) 
(http://www.gemacs.com). These are general 
purpose computational electromagnetic (CEM) 
codes but are often specialized to certain antenna 
types such a planar or guided wave structures. 
ARL has on-going efforts with code developers to 
incorporate specialized features into such tools. 
Examples are research contracts with Remcom and 
Ansoft to apply specialized methods for modeling 
electrically large devices with application to the 
design of Rotman Lenses for beam forming 
networks. Such codes along with in-house 
developed software allow the design and 
evaluation of complex antenna arrays for military 
applications. 

In many cases, antenna design and analysis is 
platform specific where the antenna modeling 
must be done in-situ to incorporate the influence 
of the antenna installation on antenna 
performance. Hybrid techniques such as 
incorporated in FEKO and GEMACS enable the 
Department of Defense (DoD) laboratories to 
design – from first principle electromagnetics – in-
situ wideband multi-functional antennas for a wide 
range of DoD activities including communication, 
acquisition, target identification, surveillance, and 
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electronic attack. These codes have a large user 
base and have been extensively validated for a 
wide range of radiation and scattering 
applications. Current DoD requirements for large 
arrays and apertures are too complex 
(geometrically and materially) to be handled by 
traditional analytical methods, such as element-
pattern times array-factor. What is required today 
is sophisticated antenna software that uses exact 
physics to accurately predict near field quantities 
like the currents flowing on the antenna and the 
fields in the antenna’s housing. DoD requirements 
have expanded to include antenna arrays that are 
very large in terms of free-space wavelengths so 
that fast methods and parallel implementations are 
required.  

FEKO is an example of a state-of-the-art PC-
based code that incorporates fast methods and 
hybrid techniques to solve electrically large 
problems in practical times. GEMACS can use a 
combination of exact and asymptotic methods to 
solve electrically large problems. This parallel 
code is available on the DoD Supercomputing 
Resource Centers (www.hpcmo.hpc.mil) and 
shows good scalability to a large number of 
processors. The types of computations needed to 
obtain antenna performance data lend themselves 
to a natural parallelism – that is, angles and 
frequencies of interest can be spread across many 
processors in a very efficient manner. Thus a 
combination of PC software and HPC codes are 
often used to develop antenna designs and 
efficiently evaluate those designs as installed on 
air, land or sea-based military platforms. Military 
sensor platforms on the modern battlefield range 
from ground/air vehicles to munitions and even 
the individual Warfighter. Using in-situ modeling 
early in the acquisition process can ensure that the 
antenna meets requirements in the operational 
environment and lead to cost/schedule savings 
especially during T&E. 

A generic example of in-situ antenna analysis 
using GEMACS is shown in Figure 3 for a roof 
mounted spiral antenna on a HMMWV (M998) at 
750 MHz. The EM model is shown in Figure 3(a) 
where the antenna support and radome structure 
are not included and the ground plane is not 
shown. GEMACS provides a hybrid solution for 
these type problems with the antenna modeled 
using method of moments (MoM) while the 
vehicle is modeled using the geometrical theory of 

diffraction (GTD). The ground plane is modeled as 
a large GTD plate except that edge and corner 
diffractions are not included. A typical radiation 
pattern comparison is shown in Figure 3(b) when 
including first order reflections only (blue), 
reflection and edge diffraction (black) and then 
with the ground plane only (yellow). The radiation 
pattern at this height over ground (yellow) would 
be severely distorted if installed as shown on the 
host vehicle. In many cases the edge diffraction 
contribution to the pattern perturbations are 
negligible and can often be neglected to reduce the 
simulation time. Multipath/blockage effects are 
good examples of where the in-situ environment 
includes nearby structures and ground. In this 
example, scattering from the host vehicle 
significantly perturbs the radiation pattern with 
reduced gain and a null in the overhead direction. 

The Army is using more unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) as sensor platforms where the 
ground plane may not be important aspect of the 
operational environment. Another example of in-
situ antenna modeling is direction finding antennas 
on a generic UAV platform where a reliable in-situ 
(and platform specific) knowledge of the radiation 
pattern is required for algorithm calibration. The 
FEKO model and calculated radiation pattern for 
monocone antennas at 300 MHz are shown in 
Figure 4. Compared to a wing only model the 
UAV platform introduces additional perturbations 
primarily in the back lobes (aft direction). In this 
example the two antennas are not exactly 
symmetrically located on the UAV wing and this 
small difference can be seen in the pattern 
asymmetries. As can be seen the in-situ pattern 
would be required to analyze system performance 
and an infinite ground plane or wing only model is 
not sufficient. 

Composite construction requires verification 
of CEM tools and approximations through 
measurements on the actual airframe materials. An 
example is the UAV wing with bent monopole 
antenna shown in Figure 5(a) when covered with 
metal foil. The difference in radiation pattern for 
the antenna on metal versus the graphite skin wing 
is small (<2.5 dB) as can be seen in Figure 5(b) for 
the elevation plane. The metal model of the UAV 
used in the FEKO simulations should be a 
reasonable representation of this type composite 
[1]. With increasing frequency even small 
platforms will require more computational 
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resources and/or the use of hybrid or asymptotic 
methods. But to use these methods accurately, 
users must have significant experience in their 
applications and limitations. In many cases 
engineering judgment is required to meet project 
objectives. 

 
 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Spiral antenna (a) on M998 over large 
ground plane, and (b) radiation pattern with 
reflections only (blue), reflection and diffraction 
(black) and without vehicle (yellow). 
 

Antenna solutions for munitions could be 
another case where the ground is not an important 
part of the operational environment. Concepts for 
null steering using an endfire antenna array have 
been investigated for this application. An example 
is shown in Figure 6 for a four-element aperture-
fed patch array with 1:2:2:1 amplitude weights. 
The array was designed with a 2.5-D model 
(EMPiCASSO) but the 3-D model (FEKO) shows 
the true effect of a finite size ground plane. A 
simple wedge model is used to approximate a nose 
cone installation where the radome is not included. 
Two arrays are combined to produce a boresight 
null and this model is used to further investigate 
pattern perturbations. For instance, including a 
metal backing plate reduces but does not eliminate 
the back lobes [2]. A full 3-D model of the in-situ 

antenna is required to fully evaluate and optimize 
performance to meet system requirements.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. Generic UAV example (a) with monocone 
antennas and (b) azimuthal pattern perturbation at 
300 MHz compared to the wing only result. 
 

The Warfighter can be one of the most 
challenging platforms for high performance 
antennas. Operation over realistic ground is a 
unique Army requirement. Free space designs are 
typically not appropriate for Army applications 
and could require redesign leading to cost and 
schedule impacts. A generic body model is used 
with parameters of typical skin to demonstrate in-
situ effects for a lapel mounted RFID antenna as 
shown in Figure 7. Ground does not perturb the 
antenna input impedance but leads to a split main 
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beam pattern. Close proximity to the body changes 
the antenna input impedance to the point that 
redesign would be required. Realized gain is 
reduced ~3 dB and becomes more frequency 
dependent. Placement further from the body or 
antenna redesign is required to compensate for 
these loading effects. Optimum performance 
requires an in-situ design that accounts for the 
operational environment which includes operation 
in different body positions over realistic terrain or 
in vehicles.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. UAV wing with bent monopole antenna 
example (a) when covered with metal foil and (b) 
azimuthal pattern perturbation at 144 MHz 
compared to composite wing. 
 

To summarize, we showed some generic 
antenna modeling examples and how performance 
can be impacted by the operational environment 
such as the presence of a lossy ground plane. We 

highlighted some applications of in-situ antenna 
design/analysis and how modeling might be used 
to evaluate and/or optimize the antenna 
performance in its operational environment. For 
electrically large problems HPC resources are 
required and ARL has access to some of the latest 
HPC platforms and CEM tools. The next 
generation of CEM software developed by the 
DoD will be focused on useable, accurate and 
efficient tools for in-situ antenna design in order to 
meet the every increasing computational 
challenges of advanced antenna technologies. 
 

 
    (a)        (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 6. FEKO example for (a) an endfire array, (b) 
the in-situ model and (c) the azimuthal pattern 
perturbation with (red) and without (black) a metal 
backing plate. 
 

 
IV.  DEVELOPMENT EXAMPLES 

 
Rotman Lens: 

Since the inception of the Rotman Lens in 
1963 [3], there has been considerable interest in 
using such beamformers in array applications. The 
spatial beamforming aspect of such lenses has 
historically been of interest to the Army as a 
scanning mechanism for small arrays in a 
multifunctional environment [4 - 6].  Recently, the 
Rotman lens has become appealing as a 
beamformer for terrestrial communication 
applications [7 – 8]. In this section, we present an 
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example of such a lens from inception to first 
prototype. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
   (c) 

Fig. 7. Body worn antenna (a) in-situ model, (b) 
S11 when in free space (black) compared to soil 
(red) and (c) over soil with (red) and without 
(black) the body. 
 

Through an Army sponsored SBIR, 
REMCOM was contracted to develop software to 
simulate Rotman Lens structures realized with 
microstrip and stripline geometries.  A software  
called “Rotman Lens Development” (RLD) was 
used to realize the lens discussed here.  The 
software itself is based on geometric optics and 
gives accurate first cut performance results. The 
lens, connected to a linear array of patch antennas, 
is shown in Figure 8.  

Of particular interest, was the measured 
progressive phase shift at the output ports, given a 
particular input port was excited.  Because of 
symmetry, ports designated (1, 8), (2, 7), (3, 6),  
and (4, 5) exhibit the same behavior with 
measured phase shifts on the array side exhibiting 
the desired progressive phase shift behavior.  This 
is readily seen in Figure 9a [7].  Additionally, as 
the lens is a “time delay” beamformer, it should 
exhibit a linear change in phase shift over 
frequency.  This was measured and validated [7], 
Figure 9b. 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Microstrip Rotman lens.  

 
With such good measured performance, the 

lens was felt to be a suitable candidate for a 
beamformer in the C-band.  A photo of the lens 
connected to an eight element patch antenna array 
is presented in Figure 10.  The lens is made of a 
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thin (20 mil thick) dielectric (5870 Duroid.)  
Because of the thin nature of the structure, it is 
easily bent as seen in Figure 10.  This bending did 
not affect the performance of the lens, so one 
could use the array in an application where it may 
need to be gracefully bent.  For example, the lens 
could be located on the roof of a vehicle and the 
bending could be exploited so that the antenna 
array itself could be flush to the side of the same 
vehicle [8, 9].  

 
(a) 

(b) 
 

Fig. 9.  Measured phase shift of microstrip. 
 
Rotman lens: (a) Measured array aperture phase 
taper when beam ports 1 and 8 are excited, (b) 
Measured phase shift from beam port 2 to array 
port 8 over frequency. 

 
Fig. 10.  The Rotman lens portion of the array is 
flexible and can be shaped to accommodate the 
geometry of the platform. 
 

The lens discussed is flexible and lends itself 
to conformal integration onto a platform.  
Additionally, the manufacturing cost is not high. 
The biggest drawback is the insertion loss of the 
Rotman lens and the associated feed lines – 
measured to be on the order of 9 dB. ARL has 
addressed the loss issue with a lens made using a 
cavity and waveguide feeds [4 - 7].  Such a lens is 
shown in Figure 11.  The lens on the left was 
machined from Aluminum and weighed about 
14.65 lbs.  Because of the solely metallic 
realization of the structure, the insertion loss was 
measured to be on the order of 3 to 4 dB – a 
significant improvement over the photo-etched 
Rotman lens design.  However the cost and 
complexity of the design were greatly increased. 
Shown on the right is a duplicate design made of 
Ultem 1000 and gold plated.  This lens was 
significantly lighter (6 lbs) and achieved 
comparable (actually, slightly better) performance.  
This design remains an item of study because of 
the possibility of realizing the structure through 
injection molding, thus reducing the cost 
significantly. 
 
Integrated Phased Array Designs: 

Integrated phased array designs can pose some 
special design challenges depending on the 
application of interest.  For satellite 
communications in tactical environments, low-
profile electrically scanned antenna arrays are 
particularly desirable. One possible candidate for 
this challenging implementation is the wafer level 
antenna arrays.  These arrays tend to be of interest 
for applications where the wavelength of the 
operation tends to be small relative to the size of 
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the wafer.  As an example, ARL is investigating a 
linear 4-element array with integrated MEMs 
phase shifters (from Raytheon Corp.) for concept 
validation. 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 11.  Ka-band Rotman lens realized with a 
cavity and waveguide transmission lines. 
 

The individual wafer-level element itself is 
constrained by the physical parameters of the 
wafer.  For our case study, a high resistivity 
silicon waver substrate (relative dielectric ~ 11.7) 
was used.  The thickness of the wafer was 500 μm.  
A key challenge became the feeding mechanism 
for the radiating element (a patch antenna) after 
the wafer was processed.  Figure 12 illustrates 
ARL’s unique feed mechanism that will permit an 
integrated phased array design.  Note that the 
antenna is fed by a slot (aperture), but the feed line 
is on the same level as the slot itself.  This is a 
departure from the traditional slot fed patch 
antenna that requires a separate patch and feed 
layer to be bonded together. The transmission line 
is coplanar waveguide (CPW) that facilitates 
integration to MEMs phase shifters that have CPW 
RF ports. 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 12.  Geometry of the wafer level patch 
antenna – top view and a perspective view. 
 

This antenna was fabricated and measured to 
validate its performance.  In Figure 13, one can 
see the construction of the individual element.  
Also shown is the back side of the wafer with 4 
MEMS phase shifters integrated into the design.  
Figure 14 presents measured data validating 
scanning (for a progressive phase shift of +/- 45 
Degrees.)  While the patterns demonstrated the 
scanning, much work needs to be done on 
optimization. In particular, the tolerances on the 
phase of the MEMs devices has been significantly 
improved on subsequent fabrication runs. 

In conclusion, this wafer level phased array 
design has illustrated the conceptual approach 
used by ARL when faced with a design that has 
constraints dictated by the fabrication environment 
– in this case the wafer itself.  We were able to 
realize a unique feed that facilitated integrated 
MEMs phase shifters into the architecture of the 
feed layer.  The design was built and tested 
validating preliminary simulated results. 
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Fig. 13.  Prototype wafer patch antenna and an 
integrated 4-element array on a wafer. 

 

 
 
Fig. 14.   Radiation pattern of the 4-element array 
demonstrating scanning. 
 

Collision Avoidance Radar: 
An application of basic antenna array with a 

tapered aperture for side-lobe control is in 
collision avoidance radar system for Army 
vehicles [10].  The requirements call for a broad 
beam (around 35 degrees) in azimuth and 
elevation for the transmit antenna and a narrow 
beam that scans in azimuth within certain view 
angle (around 30 degrees) for the receive antenna.  
The receive azimuth beam width is around 2 
degrees, with side-lobe levels of 40 dB below 
peak.  Elevation beam width is around 35 degrees. 
No electronic scanning is required in the 
individual array.  However, individual arrays 
would be stacked and bore-sighted at 2-degree 
angle intervals in azimuth.  The scanning is then 
achieved by switching the output of the receive 
array at the required scanning speed in the 2-
degree steps.  The array configuration is sketched 
in Figure 15.  The pyramidal horn array is fed with 
a waveguide power divider that is designed to 
produce the required aperture taper in the horn 
array [11].  The tapered power distribution as 
simulated using the FEM-based software package 
HFSS is shown in Figure 16.  One of the 
challenges in this design is fabrication accuracy 
needed at the operating frequency of 76 GHz.  The 
horn array and its waveguide feed network are 
integrated and cut in two blocks as shown in 
Figure 17.  The measured and simulated radiation 
patters compare favorably and are shown in Figure 
18. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 15.   Horn array configuration with feeding 
waveguide power divining network. 
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Fig. 16.   HFSS model  of the tapered aperture as 
produced by the waveguide power dividing 
network. 
 

 
 
Fig. 17.   Fabricated 76-GHz array. 
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Fig. 18.   Modeled and measured radiation patterns 
of tapered horn array. 
 

Metamaterial Issues: 
Metamaterial applications to military antenna 

systems have picked up considerable interest 
lately.  The primary promise of this technology is 
the reduction in the antenna size without 
sacrificing its performance.  One of the 
controversial issues associated with metamaterials 
is the realization of negative refractive index 
(NRI) in the medium.  This results from dual 
negative constitutive parameters, which may be 
realized using a combination of split ring 
resonators, or capacitively loaded loops, for 
negative permeability, and conducting poles for 
negative permittivity.  An HFSS simulation and 
corresponding fabrication of such a medium were 
the subject of an experiment conducted at the 
Army Research Lab to show the refractive 
focusing, or lens, that results from a dual negative 
medium [12, 13].  Figure 19 shows the parallel-
plate configuration where a metamaterial slab is 
placed between a source (probe # 1) and three 
receivers at equi-distances from the source.  Probe 
# 2 is centered in the receiving region, while probe 
# 3 designates any of the other two probes on the 
side.  Without the metamaterial slab, transmission 
coefficients from probes 1 to 2 and from probes 1 
to 3 are very close as shown in the HFSS 
simulated results in Figure 20(a).  The insertion of 
the metamaterial slab causes negative refractions 
that result in focusing of the energy in the center 
probe # 2, with lower levels detected at probe # 3 
as shown in Figure 20(b).  Simulated results were 
verified experimentally [13].  
 

 
 

Fig. 19.  Negative refractive index (NRI) block in 
parallel plate waveguide structure. 
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(a) 

 

 
  (b) 

 
Fig. 20.  S-parameters for the parallel plate 
structure (a) without and (b) with NRI block. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Antenna development for military applications 

is a collaborative process that involves 
government laboratories, universities and industry.  
Antennas have to be designed with the platform 
and environment in mind.  This makes in-situ 
antenna designs and analyses essential to 
successful development.  Antenna modeling is 
usually a trade-off between time and cost for a 
required accuracy.  New simulation tools are still 
needed for new frontiers, such as metamaterials 
and nano-designs. 

Examples of designs that were performed at 
the US Army Research Laboratory covered 
different technologies in waveguide and printed 
circuit media.  Fully integrated, adaptive designs 
have been at the forefront of such antenna research 
and development.  The basic goals of the designs 

continue to be wideband, low profile, high 
efficiency, polarization diversity and low cost. 
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Abstract─ A broadband antenna backed by a 
polarization converting surface ground plane is 
presented.  The conversion of reflected field 
polarization provides diversity from a single, 
linearly polarized antenna, while avoiding 
broadside nulls in the radiation pattern as a 
function of frequency.  Results for a low-profile 
dipole planar inverted cone antenna ~λ/10 above a 
polarization converting surface indicate greater 
than 40% bandwidth.  Comparison with solid 
ground planes and high impedance ground planes 
are discussed, with polarization diversity and lack 
of broadside nulls identified as key advantages to 
the proposed design. 
  
Index Terms─ polarization converting surface, 
ground plane, polarization diversity, broadband 
antenna 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Antennas are often placed above a ground plane to 
enhance the directivity in the topside half-plane.  
Antennas over a solid conducting ground plane 
require a λ/4 standoff in order to produce 
constructive phase combinations for maximum 
directivity in the broadside direction.  This result 
is due to radiation which propagates in the 
backside direction, reflects off the conducting 
plane with a π phase shift, and combines in-phase 
with the direct radiation in the broadside direction.   
By placing periodic conducting structures on a 
substrate over, but electrically close to, the solid 
conducting plane the reflection phase shift can be 
engineered.  A high impedance ground plane, 
sometimes called an artificial magnetic conductor 

(AMC), results when the reflection phase is zero, 
such that a standoff height to the antenna is not 
required in order to achieve in-phase broadside 
addition [1], [2].   The ground plane is made up of 
a solid conducting plane, a standoff layer, and an 
array of elements forming the periodic structure.  
When a high impedance ground plane is formed 
with symmetric elements peak broadside gain is 
achieved for an antenna placed near this ground 
plane.  For both the symmetric-element AMC and 
the solid ground plane, the polarization sensitivity 
of the antenna is preserved in the process of back 
reflected radiation. In this paper we show that by 
using asymmetric elements a ground plane can be 
designed that provides polarization diversity.  The 
asymmetric elements serve as polarization 
converting surface (PCS) such that a linearly 
polarized incident field is converted to its 
orthogonal polarization state upon reflection.  
Even though the antenna by itself is linearly 
polarized, the far-field combination of the direct 
field and the polarization-converted reflected field 
contains both polarization components.  
Furthermore, the PCS backed antenna does not 
suffer from nulls in the broadside radiation pattern 
as frequency is varied, as would be the case for a 
solid ground plane or AMC. 
 

II. POLARIZATION CONVERTING 
SURFACES 

Twist reflectors have been used for nearly four 
decades in Cassegrain antenna systems to reduce 
aperture blocking [3]-[5]. For sake of discussion 
we will consider the asymmetric elements 
comprising the patterned surface as metallic strips.  
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Fig. 1.  Twist reflector basic mechanism. (a) The 
x-polarized E-field is resolved into two 
components: parallel and perpendicular to the 
metallic pattern. (b) and (c) charge distribution and 
their equivalent circuits.  
 
The principle of operation of the twist reflector is 
understood by considering an incident plane wave 
with its electric field vector slanted at 45o with 
respect to the metallic strips. Then this electric 
field vector can be resolved into two equal 
components, ||E  and ⊥E  as shown in Fig 1(a).  
These components are in phase when the wave 
impinges onto the structure. Fig. 1(b) shows the 
parallel E-field component reflected through a 
structure equivalent to a shunt-inductive filter 
while Fig. 1(c) shows the perpendicular E-field 
component reflected through a shunt-capacitive 
filter [5].  As a result, the phase of the parallel 
component is advanced by the metallic strip while 
the perpendicular component is delayed.   When 
the relative phase difference between two E-field 
components becomes 180o, the polarization vector 
is twisted by 90o upon reflection.  
Polarization conversion has a unique signature 
depending on the observation coordinate system.   
In the XY configuration, as shown in Fig. 2, the 
co-polarized reflection phase is measured for the 
parallel and perpendicular orientation, and 
polarization conversion corresponds to a π relative 
phase between these components.   
 

 
   

 
Fig. 2. Polarization conversion in the XY 
configuration occurs when the relative phase 
between x- and y-polarized reflected fields is 
approximately 180o. 
 
In the UV orientation, polarization conversion 
occurs when the co-polarized reflection field 
magnitude is reduced while the cross-polarized 
reflection field magnitude is near unity, as shown 
in Fig. 3. 
   PCS have been designed using the genetic 
algorithm (GA) in order to achieve low-profile, 
broadband operation [6].  Fig. 4 is a 
characterization of polarization conversion 
through polarization loss, or the ratio of power in 
the converted polarization to the total reflected 
power. 
 
Polarization Desired Reflected PowerPL
Loss Total Reflected Power

= =   

A polarization loss greater than -0.1 dB 
corresponds to 98% power conversion. In Fig. 2 
greater than 98% power in the incident linear 
polarization state is converted to the orthogonal 
polarization state over frequencies 9.5 – 11.7 GHz.   
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Fig. 3. In the UV coordinate system near unity 
magnitude of the cross-polarized reflected field 
represents polarization conversion. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Polarization Loss for the cases shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. 

 
III. GENETIC ALGORITHM 

   Fig. 5 shows an overall GA flow diagram that is 
employed to design a twist reflector. A 
chromosome is the binary form of a structure that 
includes all the parameter information.  
   Decoded chromosomes using binary-decoding 
method [7] are evaluated by HFSS.   Once fitness 
values for all the members of a population are 
assigned, randomly selected members based on 
fitness values are evolved through reproduction 
process: crossover and mutation [8]. 

   Among various strategies for selection and 
crossover, tournament selection and single-point 
crossover are employed in our implementation, 
respectively. 
   The common twist reflector with thickness 
0.25λ0 to 0.358λ0 shows bandwidth of 10 – 25 % 
[9]-[12].  Some twist reflector models exhibit 
bandwidth of more than several octaves [5], [9] 
but these structures are constructed using multi-
layers with thickness bigger than 0.358λ0. The 
purpose of this study is to generate a novel unit 
cell that exhibits a polarization converting 
property over a wide frequency range while 
keeping the thickness less than quarter-
wavelength. 
   The goal of the GA in twist reflector design is to 
produce a relative phase difference of 180o 
between parallel and perpendicular response, as 
explained in the previous section. Equivalently, 
polarization conversion can be directly observed 
by co-polar and cross-polar magnitude responses. 
For example, for an x-polarized incident wave 
propagating in the z-direction, the fitness function 
can be described as: 
 

( )( )
8 14

max 1y x
freq GHz

fitness
E E

function = −

⎛ ⎞
= − −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
∑

 
   

 
 
Fig. 5.  Overall GA flow diagram. 
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IV. PCS DESIGNS 
   For unit cell design, there are a number of ways 
to parameterize the surface pattern. One popular 
way in the design of metamaterials is to form a 
unit cell with binary pixels where pixels with “0”s 
and “1”s represent empty spaces and conductors, 
respectively. In this way, GA can explore various 
surface shapes to generate an optimal solution. As 
an initial exercise of the GA tool a unit cell  
consisting of 16x16 binary pixels was the basis of 
a PCS design with fitness function targeting 
polarization conversion at 9.5±0.3 GHz.  In order 
to avoid corner point contacts pixels were 
overlapped by 0.1 mm [14], [15].  
 

 
 
Fig. 6. Unit cell consisting of 16x16 binary 
pixels.  
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7. Co-pol (a) and cross-pol (b) response of the 
initial GA designed PCS showing polarization 
conversion for 9.5+/-0.3 GHz. Simulated data is 
from Ansoft HFSS models. 
 
   A 21 cm x 14 cm PCS with the unit cell shown 
in Fig. 6 was fabricated on Duroid 5880 of 
thickness 1.575 mm.  Measured and modeled 
results are shown in Fig. 7.  While the pixilated 
unit cell design meets the fitness requirement for 
polarization conversion for f=9.5+/-0.3 GHz, the 
performance falls off rapidly outside of this range 
of frequencies.  Recognizing that the unit cell of 
Fig. 6(a) resembles a meandered structure, the 
parameter space was further constrained. 
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(C) 

Fig. 8. GA parameter setup: top view (a), side 
view (b), and the optimized unit cell design (c). 
 
   The parameter space used to represent a unit cell 
in the optimized design is shown in Fig. 8. Based 
on twist reflector mechanism, the initial structure 
is rotated by 45o relative to the incident wave. 
Then, a rectangular conductor is generated inside 
of the unit cell and subtracted by two independent 
slots. In this way, GA can explore any size of 
rectangles, strip lines, and meanderline. 
   Ten parameters are involved in the GA process 
are shown in Fig. 8(a): unit cell width (Du) and 
height (Dv), vertical (GapV) and horizontal 
(GapU) gap between the adjacent unit cells, and 
starting point (S1Str and S2Str), width (S1Wid and 
S2Wid), and height (S1Heit and S2Heit) for two 
slots.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9. PCS reflection phase (a) and polarization 
loss (b).  Simulated data is from Ansoft HFSS 
models. 
 
   Fig. 8(c) shows the PCS unit cell geometry, 
while Fig. 9a shows modeled and measured 
reflection phase of the x- and y-components and 
the difference between these phases.  Polarization 
is converted upon reflection when the difference in 
phase between the x- and y-components is π 
radians.  Fig. 9b is a characterization of 
polarization conversion through polarization loss, 
or the ratio of power in the converted polarization 
to the total reflected power.  A polarization loss 
greater than -0.1 dB corresponds to 98% power 
conversion. Greater than 98% power in the 
incident linear polarization state is converted to 
the orthogonal polarization state over frequencies 
9.5 – 11.7 GHz.  

 
V. PCS GROUNDPLANE BACKED 

ANTENNA  
A linearly polarized antenna over a reflective 

ground plane is considered.  For comparison, we 
include solid perfect conductor (PEC), AMC, and 
PCS ground planes in this discussion.  For this 
treatment we assume perfect reflection and no 
losses.   Consider a dipole antenna that is aligned 
with the uv-coordinate axes and the ground plane 
beneath the antenna contains elements that are 
periodic in and aligned with the xy-axes.   
   Using the total far-field expressions, the 
broadside gain for each case is plotted in Fig. 10.  
Since the PEC plane provides a π phase shift upon 
reflection we plot broadside gain as a function of 
standoff height d.  For both AMC and PCS we 
consider a negligible standoff height and plot gain 
as a function of reflection phase shift.    
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Fig. 10. Broadside power comparisons. 
 
   From Fig. 10 we see that while the PCS ground 
plane does not provide the peak broadside power 
of the PEC or AMC ground plane, the direct and 
reflected fields never add destructively so that 
there is never a broadside null.  The PEC or AMC 
ground planes constrain broadband operation due 
to the nulls that develop in the total far field as 
wavelength moves away from the design value. 
Furthermore, the PCS and AMC fields are linearly 
polarized according to the alignment of the 
antenna.   

   Antenna elements with broadband 
performance are required to utilize with the 
proposed broadband PCS. One of the simplest 
structures that exhibit such a broadband 
performance is the Low-profile Dipole Planar 
Inverted Cone Antenna (LPdiPICA) [16], [17]. 
Fig. 11 shows the geometry and dimensions of the 
LPdiPICA antenna used in this work.   

 

 
 

Fig. 11. LPdiPICA antenna. 
 

The broadside gain of the LPdiPICA antenna 
shown in Fig. 11 is compared for three cases in 
Fig. 12.  The black dashed line is the antenna with 
no back reflector.  The blue curve is gain when the 
antenna is λ/4 above a solid ground plane.  The 
red curve is the LPdiPICA 3mm above a PCS 
ground plane.  The solid ground provides 
maximum broadside gain, but as frequency is 
varied this gain falls off.  LPdiPICA antenna 
above a PCS structure exhibits 5.7–7.1 dB gain 
over frequency range of 7–11 GHz, while 
providing diversity through the conversion of the 
reflected field polarization, and low-profile with a 
standoff height ~λ/10. 

 
Fig. 12. LPdiPICA broadside gain. 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The benefits of a PCS ground plane have been 

identified to be polarization diversity from a 
single, linearly polarized antenna and no nulls in 
the broadside radiation pattern as frequency is 
swept.  The PCS achieves low profile geometry, 
much like AMC.  However, by converting the 
reflected field polarization the far field 
combination of direct and reflected fields never 
destructively interfere, such that there are never 
nulls in the broadside radiation pattern.  The trade-
off is that the PCS ground plane does not have the 
peak broadside gain of a solid ground plane or 
AMC.  A LPdiPICA antenna backed by a PCS 
ground plane was presented with greater than 40% 
bandwidth in the integrated design.  When 
combined with a broadband antenna, the low-
profile PCS ground plane provides both broadband 
operation and polarization diversity. 
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Abstract– A FEKO model was constructed to 
investigate two helical antennas integrated 
coaxially on a shaped ground plane. One antenna 
was designed to have a reasonable gain and axial 
ratio (AR) from 0.5 – 0.9 GHz and the other from 
1.0 – 1.6 GHz. In principle, the antennas could be 
connected in parallel to provide a near 50 Ω input 
impedance and act as a wideband antenna. 
However, this connection is problematic and can 
make fabrication more complex while changing 
the input impedance in unpredictable ways. An 
alternative is to use a microstrip impedance 
transformer to provide a 50 Ω input to each 
antenna. Then a broadband splitter can be used for 
a single feed wideband antenna. Otherwise, these 
two ports with switched input allow dual-band 
operation. The FEKO model is described and 
simulation results are presented for both cases. 
These results encourage further virtual prototyping 
and prototype fabrication for model validation. 
 
Index Terms– Helical antenna, circular 
polarization, dual-band, fiberglass, Method of 
Moments, FEKO 
 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
An axial mode helical antenna is often a good 

candidate when circular polarization (CP) is 
required over a moderate bandwidth (BW). The 
classical design is well established with design 
equations and measured data readily available [1]. 
The FEKO (www.FEKO.info) model, design 
procedure and fabricated prototypes are described 
in a companion paper for the low frequency helix 
(LFH) [2]. That paper describes a helical 
conductor embedded in thin fiberglass and 
mounted to a shaped ground plane with the 
antenna having a hollow core. It may be possible 
to take advantage of this empty space by 

incorporating a high frequency helical (HFH) 
antenna, shown in Fig. 1.  

To this end a FEKO model was constructed to 
investigate two helical antennas integrated 
coaxially on a shaped ground plane. The LFH was 
designed to have reasonable gain and axial ratio 
(AR) over a 0.5 – 0.9 GHz BW while the high 
frequency helix (HFH) was designed for a 1 – 1.6 
GHz BW. In these frequency bands the 
propagation mode on each antenna is the 
fundamental axial mode with coupled modes 
similar to the bifilar helix [3]. The antennas could 
be connected in parallel to provide near 50 Ω input 
impedance and act as a potential wideband 
antenna allowing for perturbed radiation patterns. 
However, this connection can make fabrication 
more complex and changes the input impedance 
unpredictably. An alternative is to use a microstrip 
impedance transformer to provide a 50 Ω input to 
each antenna. Then a broadband splitter can be 
used for a single feed wideband antenna. 
Otherwise, these two ports with switched input 
allow dual-band operation.  

In this paper, the FEKO model is described 
and numerical results are presented for both cases 
subject to assumptions about the dielectric 
properties of materials used in the prototype 
fabrication. The thin dielectric sheet (TDS) or 
coated wire approximations are options in FEKO 
suitably representing the helix embedded in thin 
fiberglass. The fiberglass thickness is ~1/16-inch 
whereas the embedded conductor is ¼-inch in 
diameter so it is a difficult antenna structure to 
model exactly. The results presented are for the 
coated wire approximation which is more 
computationally efficient than the TDS while 
providing similar results. An ideal embodiment, 
without dielectrics, is considered in addition to the 
laminated fiberglass fabrication. The results 
encourage further virtual prototyping to improve 
performance and fabrication for model validation.  
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II. FEKO MODEL 
The FEKO model and classical design 

procedure for a 500 – 900 MHz axial mode helix 
were described in a companion paper and 
summarized here. This low-frequency helix (LFH) 
was designed for a center frequency of operation, 
fa = 700 MHz corresponding to a free space 
wavelength, λa = 16.87-inch. The resulting 
antenna is a 5-turn helix with pitch angle, 
αa =  15.4° having diameter Da = 5.56-inch and an 
axial length of 2 feet.  The shaped ground plan has 
diameter, Dg = 0.76λa = 12.75-inch with an edge 
height λa/4 = 4.22-inch to which a thin fiberglass 
outer shell is attached to protect the antenna. The 
helical element is hollow copper tubing with 
diameter ¼-inch laminated with 4-layers of 
fiberglass mat and cured using polyester resin. The 
FEKO model approximates this construction by a 
helical conductor wound for right-hand circular 
polarization (RHCP) with the coated wire 
approximation in FEKO used as a computationally 
efficient way to represent the thick conductor 
embedded in thin fiberglass.  

The classical helix design has primarily 
resistive input impedance near 140 Ω and is 
typically matched to 100 Ω [4]. The FEKO model 
includes a linear tapered microstrip impedance 
transition (3-inch in length) from 50 to 100 Ω so in 
all cases the simulations correspond to 50-Ω 
source impedance. The helical conductor 
embedded in fiberglass shifts the gain BW to 
lower frequencies proportional to the fiberglass 
dielectric properties and thickness. This shift is 
predicted and can be approximately modeled in 
the Method of Moments (MoM) by a fiberglass 
coating on a helical conductor subject to the thin-
wire approximation. The antennas considered here 
are modeled without dielectrics or using the 
electrically thin coating approximation in FEKO. 
The cured fiberglass laminate contains about 20% 
resin and is modeled with relative permittivity, εr 
= 4.5 and loss tangent, tanδ = 0.02. These 
parameters are estimates based on measurements 
which indicate that typical cured resin systems 
have large loss at microwave frequencies on the 
order tanδ ~ 0.1 [5]. The resin dominates the 
dielectric losses so with 20% resin content the 
effective loss is taken as tanδ = 0.02.  

A higher frequency helix on a shaped ground 
plane, designed for operation from 1 – 1.6 GHz is 
shown in Fig. 1. It is supported by a 3-inch thick 
nylon base. This structure is modeled in FEKO 
using the Finite Element Method (FEM) with εr = 
3.2 and loss tangent, tanδ = 0.01. This HFH has 
diameter Db = 2.7-inch, so it can fit inside the 
lower frequency helix (Fig. 1(b)) which is also 
supported by a 3-inch thick nylon base. The 2-ft 
axial length is maintained for the HFH with 10 
turns leading to αb =  15.8°. The shaped ground 
plane design was based on the LFH so the edge 
height is roughly twice the quarter-wave height 
that would be more optimal for the HFH. The 
calculated S11 for HFH only with and without 
dielectrics is shown in Fig. 2. The addition of 
fiberglass lowers the antenna resistance by ~20 Ω 
without a significant change in the input reactance, 
so the return loss is reduced ~1 dB. 

  
  (a)          (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) FEKO HFH model with nylon base on 
shaped ground plane and (b) the HFH (left) and 
LFH (right) fabricated prototypes. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Calculated S11 for the HFH only with and 
without dielectric loading. 
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The input impedance variation due to the 
effect of the nylon base, attached to the ground 
plane, is more pronounced and cannot be 
neglected. The impedance transformer substrate 
(RT Rogers/Duroid 5880) and the nylon base are 
modeled using the FEM while the fiberglass is 
included using the coated wire approximation. The 
RHCP realized gain (in dBic) shown in Fig. 3 is 
on the helix axis, or boresight, where the reduced 
gain around 1.2 GHz was roughly independent of 
the dielectric loading. Selected patterns for the 
HFH only with all dielectrics included are shown 
in Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 3. Calculated RHCP realized gain on 
boresight for the HFH only with and without 
dielectric loading. 

 
Fig. 4. Calculated RHCP realized gain patterns for 
the HFH only with dielectric loading. 
 

The reduced gain at 1.2 GHz is associated 
with the ground plane edge height. This null can 
be improved and shifted in frequency by reducing 

this edge height as shown in Fig. 5.  The original 
model compared to one having half the ground 
plane height has the same 90% efficiency but has 
drastically different radiation patterns. This change 
could introduce pattern perturbations at low 
frequency and is a parameter to optimize in the 
future for the dual helix configuration.   

 
Fig. 5. RHCP realized gain comparison for the 
HFH only with reduced ground plane edge height. 
 

The LFH and HFH models are combined in a 
coaxial arrangement as shown in Fig. 6. A gap in 
the LFH nylon base is provided to attach the 
microstrip transformer output to the HFH input. 
The input connectors are attached to the bottom of 
the ground plane directly below the transformer 
inputs with pins connected directly to the 
microstrip. These connections are modeled using a 
thin wire which in FEKO cannot lie on a dielectric 
surface and must connect to a part of the 
microstrip that extends beyond the Duroid 
substrate. The helix is also connected with a thin 
wire since the height of the first turn above the 
ground plane is slightly larger than the ¼-inch 
substrate thickness (Fig. 6(b)). 

These ports are driven simultaneously or 
individually to demonstrate different excitation 
options. Selected FEKO model results for both 
modes are shown where a passive splitter feed is 
modeled by exciting both antennas simultaneously 
with equal amplitude and phase. Wires wound for 
RHCP are used to model both the helical 
conductors in the same manner. For the desired 
segmentation the ¼-inch conductor does not 
satisfy the thin wire approximation so a wire 
radius, a = 0.1-inch rather than the actual, a = 
0.125-inch was used in simulations. In addition, 
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the uncertainty in the dielectric properties also 
contributes to the physical modeling error. 

  
Fig. 6. Dual helix antenna (a) FEKO model with 
nylon supports and (b) impedance transformer 
input model. 
 

III. WIDE-BAND OPERATION 
When connected in parallel, the dual helix 

antenna has input resistance near 70 Ω and could 
be driven with 50 Ω source impedance. Such a 
connection complicates the fabrication and 
introduces parasitic reactance. To circumvent this 
problem, the simulation includes an impedance 
transformer on both inputs which are driven 
simultaneously. This two-port model then 
represents feeding both inputs with a splitter and 
matched cable lengths to be in-phase with equal 
amplitude. The results for the LFH helix (port 1) 
and the HFH helix (port 2) are shown in Figs. 7 
and 8 respectively. The wideband helix with 
dielectric loading is reasonably well matched to 50 
Ω, but the patterns become corrupt at higher 
frequency having reduced gain on boresight owing 
to a tilted or split main beam.  

The realized gain on boresight (in dBic) versus 
frequency is shown in Fig. 9. Without dielectric 
loading, the results indicate only a small dip in the 
boresight gain near 1.2 GHz. This dip is similar to 
the HFH only simulation (see Fig. 3). With 
dielectric loading this boresight null increases and 
is shifted to near 1.4 GHz. At this frequency the 
wideband antenna has 79% efficiency with ~12% 
dielectric losses compared to the no dielectric case 
with 87% efficiency from mismatch loss. With 
increasing frequency the boresight gain drops due 
to a combination of dielectric losses and the onset 
of the HFH conical mode radiation. The null on 
boresight near 1.4 GHz is not nearly the pattern 
perturbation associated with the ground plane edge 
as in the HFH alone (Fig. 4). This frequency 
dependence appears to be a combination of mutual 

coupling and dielectric loading effects which 
reduces the antenna efficiency and at some 
frequencies leads to a split main beam. 

 
Fig. 7. Calculated S11 for the wideband helix 
antenna with and without dielectric loading. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Calculated S22 for the wideband helix 
antenna with and without dielectric loading.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Calculated RHCP realized gain for the 
wideband helix antenna on boresight. 
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The RHCP patterns at selected frequencies are 
shown in Fig. 10 with dielectrics included showing 
the off-boresight radiation at some frequencies. 
The patterns have more side lobes and back lobes 
than a single helical antenna. For wideband 
operation a microstrip corporate feed system could 
be designed to fit in the available space remaining 
on the ground plane. The opposed arrangement of 
the feed points, which for the HFH must then 
protrude through the outer nylon base (see Fig. 6), 
makes such a design complicated and was not 
pursued. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Calculated RHCP realized gain patterns 
for the wideband helix antenna. 
 

IV. DUAL-BAND OPERATION 
The coaxial helical antenna could also be 

operated as a dual-band antenna using a microstrip 
transformer on each helix to provide two 50 Ω 
input ports. In this configuration, each port is 
driven separately, with the other port terminated 
into 50 Ω and the plotted simulation results 
overlap from 900 – 1100 MHz. The calculated S-
parameters are shown in Fig. 11 with the 
fiberglass coating and nylon support structures. As 
with the high frequency helix by itself, including 
dielectrics with the dual helix improves the return 
loss somewhat. Thus, the antennas could be 
switched at 900 MHz and maintain reasonable 
return loss over the entire 500 – 1600 MHz BW. 
The isolation (S12) between these antennas is not 
very good over most of the frequency band with 
the strongest coupling in the low frequency region 
where only the LFH is excited. Only an opposed 

feed arrangement was investigated, so this 
geometry may not be optimum and is an area for 
future study. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Calculated S-parameters for the dual-band 
helix antenna with dielectric loading. 
 

The realized gain versus frequency on 
boresight is shown in Fig. 12 (with and without the 
nylon support structures) showing the overlapping 
performance around 1 GHz. The gain BW has a 
gap with reduced gain from 900 – 1100 MHz even 
though the impedance BW indicates better 
performance. This is because both the LFH and 
HFH peak gain is reduced and can be off-boresight 
in the frequency range near the band edges. 
Similarly, the HFH peak gain is off-boresight at 
some frequencies with a split main beam near 
1450 MHz. Example patterns for the original 
model with the fiberglass coating and nylon 
structures included are shown in Fig. 13. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Calculated RHCP realized gain for the 
dual-band antenna with and without nylon base. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 13. Calculated RHCP radiation patterns for 
the dual-band helix antenna with dielectric loading 
for the (a) LFH driven and the (b) HFH driven. 
 

Several methods of feeding the HFH were 
evaluated empirically and most techniques were 
found to introduce unwanted inductance. The best 
method installed the connector underneath and as 
close as possible to the transformer in order to 
avoid any wire connections. With this approach, 
the antenna input impedance is marginal but the 
results encourage further optimization. The 
dielectric support structures, the location of the 
feed regions and the ground plane edge height are 
all design features that this study found to impact 
performance. Future efforts can attempt to 
optimize such features both individually and in 
combination to improve the results shown here.   

Nylon in the feed region has a large 
detrimental effect on the HFH performance. To 

further investigate this influence, the LFH 
transformer was removed so this port is open-
circuited. This baseline model runs faster while 
still having the dominant features of the boresight 
gain versus frequency as in Fig. 12. However, the 
split beam at some frequencies is not observed for 
the LFH open-circuit implying that this pattern 
perturbation is a mutual coupling effect when the 
non-driven port is terminated. We investigated 
variations of the simplified model in an attempt to 
identify design parameters that have the largest 
impact on performance. Two such variations are 
summarized here. First, the height of the nylon 
supports is reduced by a factor of two (1.5-inch). 
Then the ground plane edge height is also reduced 
by a factor of two (2.11-inch). The comparison is 
shown in Fig. 14 for the boresight gain versus 
frequency indicating that the dielectric loading in 
the HFH feed region is the primary cause of the 
reduced gain on boresight near 1460 MHz. The 
input impedance mismatch dominates the antenna 
efficiency where the loss in the nylon is larger 
than that in the coated wires. The baseline model 
is only 4% less efficient, but the dielectric loading 
tilts the beam off boresight at some frequencies. 

Radiation patterns for the baseline model 
compared to these two variations are shown in Fig. 
15 at 1460 MHz. Notice that the baseline model 
with the LFH open-circuit has a tilted rather than 
split beam with >6 dBic main beam gain 
reduction. This numerical study indicates that a 
smaller or different dielectric support structure 
should be considered after which the ground plane 
design can be optimized for dual-band operation.  

  

 
Fig. 14. Calculated RHCP realized gain on 
boresight with the LFH open-circuit. 
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Fig. 15. Calculated RHCP patterns with the LFH 
open-circuit at 1460 MHz. 
 

As an example of design improvements, the 
ground plane edge and nylon base heights are both 
reduced by a factor of two in the dual-band helix 
model. This simulation confirms that design 
changes which improved the HFH boresight gain 
are not detrimental to the LFH performance. The 
return loss and boresight gain comparisons for the 
original and revised design are shown in Figs. 16 
and 17 respectively. The results indicate that 
dielectric loading is an important parameter for the 
antenna input impedance. Less nylon improves the 
LFH and HFH efficiency over most of their in-
band frequencies. At 1428 MHz the efficiency 
increases by 30% when reducing the nylon and 
edge height owing in part to 11% less loss in the 
nylon. Less nylon in the HFH feed region and 
reduced edge height also improves the input 
impedance mismatch by 19% with less pattern 
perturbations compared to the original model.    

Pattern comparisons at selected frequencies 
are shown in Fig. 18. Obviously, these changes 
improved the design and will be the basis for 
further optimization. Additional tradeoff studies in 
the materials selected for the helix supporting 
structures can be conducted numerically. Further 
optimization of the feed region details and ground 
plane design could lead to additional performance 
improvements. 

 
Fig. 16. Calculated S-parameters for the original 
and revised dual-helix antenna designs. 
 

 
Fig. 17. Calculated RHCP realized gain on 
boresight for the original and revised design. 
 

 
Fig. 18. Calculated RHCP radiation patterns for 
the improved dual-band helix design. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
The results shown for the wideband and dual-

band approaches encourage further virtual 
prototyping and prototype fabrication for model 
validation. Both approaches have reasonable 
performance; however, at frequencies near the 
band edges the peak gain can be 15° – 30° degrees 
off-boresight. A null in the boresight gain near 
1200 MHz is observed with the HFH only which 
depends on the ground plane edge height as can be 
seen in Fig. 5. The ground plane design was based 
on an optimum quarter-wave edge height [1] for 
the LFH but reduced the boresight gain at some 
frequencies for the HFH alone.  

The numerical study progressed from simple 
models of the HFH only to the LFH/HFH coaxial 
antenna while including more feed region details 
and dielectric structures subject to the FEKO 
approximations and limitations. It was found that 
even for thin fiberglass the dielectric loading was 
an important effect tending to shift the antenna 
impedance and gain BW to lower frequencies with 
reduced gain at high frequency. The influence of 
the nylon base supports significantly impacted the 
antenna performance introducing more frequency 
dependence, reduced boresight gain, and perturbed 
radiation patterns. The model could be refined 
even further by using measured dielectric 
properties as a function of frequency. However, 
the helical conductors embedded in thin fiberglass 
cannot be modeled exactly. Rather, the coated 
wire approximation is used because it is efficient 
and approximates measured results.  

The dual-band model has two feed regions 
with transformers in opposed positions with the 
Duroid and nylon modeled using the FEM. This 
represents more accuracy but requires more 
computational resources and takes ~10 minutes 
per frequency or roughly 6 hours per simulation. 
The dual-band simulation requires two runs with 
overlapping frequencies to excite each port 
separately. Results over the full BW require ~12.5 
hours. When driven simultaneously, the simulation 
time is reduced but the results have limited utility 
since such an idealized input model is difficult to 
achieve in practice.  

The coaxial helix model was successfully used 
to investigate design improvements. It showed that 
by reducing the size of the nylon base plate and 
the ground plane edge height the antenna 

performance can be improved. The model results 
indicate that fabrication alternatives can 
dramatically affect performance at high frequency. 
Even an approximate model is beneficial to 
evaluate relative differences in material selection 
and fabrication options compared to constructing 
and measuring multiple prototype antennas. Once 
validated to provide more confidence in the 
results, the FEKO model can be used to further 
optimize the dual-band antenna performance. 
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Abstract— Modeling of a large cavity 
containing multiple layers inside the structure 
has been studied using equivalent impedance 
approximations along with simplified single ray 
tracing analysis. This modeling effort 
investigates the effects of radiating with a source 
enclosed in a large vacant composite structure 
relative to a short wavelength. The development 
of the model involves the completion of a two 
step process.  First, the heritage geometric 
reduction and approximation is investigated. 
This particular investigation involves an 
approach that is an application of Poynting’s 
Theorem.  This work was performed by Hallett 
and Reddell at Goddard Space Flight Center in 
1998.  For this comparison, the Multi-Level Fast 
Multipole Method (MLFMM) available in the 
commercial tool FEKO, is used to model a 
generic multi-layer payload fairing (hollow cone 
connected to a hollow cylinder) with a radiating 
source to determine the resonant cavity effects 
within the fairing as another approximation 
baseline.  The intent is to provide predictions for 
the electric field levels if a transmitter in the 
fairing either deliberately or unintentionally is 
activated.  The results show a comparison with 
the heritage calculation and FEKO software tool.   
However, FEKO shows the electric field 
distributions within the composite fairing cavity 
instead of a single average value. 
 
Index Terms—  Inhibits, Resonant Cavity, 
FEKO, EM Compatibility 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Monitoring the status of spacecraft through 

direct transmission while it resides within the 
payload fairing, or loaded cavity, of a launch vehicle 
is prohibited through the use of inhibits, but 
sometimes radiating within the cavity is a mission 
requirement.  In general, radiating within the cavity 
has been a desire of many space missions either for 
spacecraft function monitoring or to prevent the 
reliability issues that inhibits cause.  For this desire 
to become a realization, the spacecraft must power 
on its transmitter while encapsulated within the 
payload fairing.  If power were applied, the electric 
field levels would expose both the spacecraft and 
launch vehicle to levels well beyond the avionics 
qualification levels that are typically tailored from 
MIL-STD-461 [1] and MIL-STD-1541 [2].   In the 
past, the fairings were made entirely of aluminum 
and provided protection for the spacecraft much like 
a Faraday cage [3].  Unfortunately, along with 
protecting the spacecraft from unwanted sources 
external to the fairing, energy from internal 
transmitters is trapped inside the fairing.  With the 
advent of composite structures and more precisely 
with the build up of composite fairings, the space 
industry performed several tests and rough 
calculations as documented by Hallett and Redell [4] 
to determine the effects of radiating within the new 
composite fairing structure.  In this work, it is 
desired to determine the radiation distribution inside 
the composite fairing structure.  A multi-layer 
payload fairing is modeled using two techniques:  an 
application of Poynting’s Theorem that will be 
referred to as the heritage method and a commercial 
tool, FEKO.  FEKO is a Computational 
ElectroMagnetic software tool, EM Software 
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Systems -S.A. FEKO.  FEKO allows the use 
of Physical Optics (PO), Method of 
Moments (MoM), Mult-Level Fast 
Multipole Method (MLFMM) and Hybrid 
MoM/PO techniques.  Due to the nature of 
the composite and FEKO functionality, 
MLFMM is used.  The results of the two 
techniques are presented and compared.  The 
heritage method was first performed at Goddard 
Space Flight Center in 1998.  This effort is an 
extension of that heritage work.  Only the 
geometric representation of the fairing is now 
characterized as a hollow cone connected to a 
hollow cylinder.  In addition, the impedance was 
altered from the heritage calculations.  The 
rationale for changing the geometry and 
impedance is due to the proprietary nature of the 
original fairing designs and materials used.  It 
has been the desire of the space industry that a 
comprehensive model be developed to provide a 
better understanding of radiating within the 
acoustic blanket lined composite fairing, or 
cavity. 
 

II.  PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
The interior walls of the composite fairings 

were lined with Dupont's Kapton 377® 
“blankets”.  The blankets consist of a layer of 
Kapton film overlaid onto melamine foam with 
another layer of Kapton film as seen in Fig. 1.  
The original intent was to provide protection as 
acoustic blankets or shields.  In the process, it 
also reduced the interior volume of the fairing.  
Some experimental studies were performed to 
determine the effect of having both the acoustic 
blankets lining and a new composite fairing 
structure [4].  The actual levels predicted and 
measured are a matter of some debate even 
today.  Some of the concerns include testing 
with antennas that are not utilized during a 
mission as well as the simplistic analytical 
methods used to predict the electric fields within 
the cavity.  In order to minimize mission risk, 
the respective spacecraft are not permitted to 
radiate within the fairing cavity unless adequate 
mission specific analysis is performed to show 
electromagnetic compatibility without 
transmission inhibits.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Multi-layer composite cavity (fairing 
wall). 

 
The plan for developing and comparing the 

respective models is broken into two components: 
 
Heritage Geometric Reduction and 
Approximation 

Using a direct application of Poynting’s 
Theorem, the electric field levels using the first 
analytical technique from Hallett and Redell [4] are 
calculated.  An equivalent impedance is used as 
illustrated for the 5 - 6 GHz range in Fig 2.  
However, the geometry is a hollow cylinder 
connected to a hollow cone as shown in Fig. 4 
below.  The other parameters found in the open 
literature will remain the same.   

 
Frequency vs. Equivalent Impedance
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Fig. 2.  Equivalent impedance of multi-layer 
composite cavity (fairing wall). 
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The values calculated with this method are 
worst case average approximations of the 
electric field within the cavity where only one 
level is obtained at each frequency.  This level is 
used as a baseline value for comparison.  This 
approximation is used as a quick worst case 
prediction as seen in Fig. 2 below. 
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Fig. 2. Heritage electric field calculation. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.  Cavity geometry. 

 
 

FEKO Computational Analysis 
A model with a hollow cylinder connected 

to a hollow cone with a horn antenna pattern in 
FEKO CEM software is implemented (Fig. 3).  
The prior equivalent impedance approximation 
is used to account for the losses, and the electric 
fields within the cavity are determined.  The 
distribution of the electric field is found.  The 
implementation of the model in FEKO requires 
that the geometry is created with primitive 
elements of the graphical tool and an equivalent 
impedance that was previously calculated is 
placed at the inside surface of the cavity as an 
infinitely thin sheet for the mesh of the 
geometry.  The sources are implemented as a 

point source with a horn antenna pattern.  The 
MLFMM technique is used in FEKO. The model 
parameters include a transmitter frequency of 5, 5.2, 
5.4, 5.6, 5.8, and 6 GHz, input power of 10 Watts, 
and an antenna pattern for an EMCO 3115 antenna 
pattern.  In this example, observation points were 
chosen at the locations of two center-line planes 
along x-z and y-z, respectively. 
 

III.  NUMERICAL RESULTS 
From Hallett and Reddell [4], the equivalent 

impedance is calculated using Eq. (1) and the 
electric field is calculated from the incident power 
using Eq. (2) as seen below.  A description of the 
pertinent variables follows Eq. (2), respectively.  

The electric field found with the heritage 
calculation method provides a maximum value of 60 
V/m at 5 GHz. 

 Using FEKO, the MLFMM approximation is 
implemented to create the electric field distribution 
at 5 GHz shown below in Fig. 4.   As shown, the 
maximum values (330 V/m) are much higher when 
compared to the maximum value (60 V/m) provided 
in the heritage calculation.  While the heritage 
calculation only provides the singular estimate 
relative to the surface area of the cavity, the 
MLFMM technique shows the distribution of the 
electric field inside the fairing.  The heritage 
calculation is within the FEKO data range. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  FEKO calculations at cross-sections 
along the x- and y- axes. 

(a) x-axis plane 
ωt=90 

(b) y-axis plane 
ωt=90 
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where: 
η is the impedance of the media. 
α is the attenuation constant of the media. 
β is the phase shift constant of the media. 
l is the length (thickness) of the media. 

 
 

Similarly for the remainder of the 
frequencies of interest (5.2, 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 6.0 
GHz), the results were similarly distributed for 
the respective curves.  The comparison of the 
results for these curves is shown in Fig. 5. 
below.  In future calculations, the work of Demir 
and Elsherbeni [6] will be taken under 
consideration for the calculation of the layered 
media relative to the blanket and composites in 
free space. 
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Fig. 5.  Heritage and FEKO electrical field 
calculation comparison. 

 
IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

The MLFMM technique in FEKO and 
Heritage Calculation estimated the maximum 

electric field 330 V/m  and 60 V/m, respectively, 
within the cavity at 5 GHz.  Additionally, values 
for the other frequencies of interest were 
compared to heritage calculations.  The 
distribution of the field predicted by FEKO 
provides added information when compared to 
the location of critical launch vehicle avionics 
and spacecraft components.  This allows the 
mission managers to assess risk relative to 
electromagnetic compatibility, and the analysis 
provides insight regarding cavity resonances as a 
“radiated environment” within the cavity.  
Although this maximum value prediction of the 
heritage method is shown to be within the range 
of the FEKO values, it could also drive sensitive 
spacecraft equipment to test to levels not 
indicative to the actual RF environment. 
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Abstract: A method of moments (MoM) based
computational study and design of a body-borne
direction finding (DF) system is investigated in this
paper. A baseline two-sensor DF system is established,
and the performance of this system is characterized
with measurements and simulation. A cylindrical human
body model is then introduced to the system as a passive
scatterer. Computer models of the body-borne system
are validated using measurements with a prototype
human body phantom. A parametric system response
study is performed on the most important model
variables to identify system stability. A discussion
is presented on how these data may be applied to
a direction finding function to generate a direction
finding solution. This work clearly demonstrates the
ability of modern computational electromagnetics tools
to accurately and efficiently predict the response of
complex physical systems.

Keywords: Direction Finding, Geolocation, Body Inter-
action, Computational Electromagnetics, FEKO Calibra-
tion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technologies utilizing wireless links are simulta-
neously growing smaller, more prolific, and operating
across larger portions of the radio frequency (RF) spec-
trum. To identify and locate these devices, there is a
corresponding demand from commercial, consumer, and
military users for direction finding (DF) and geolocation
capabilities that match these trends in size, capability,
and bandwidth. To address a further demand for mobility,

there is specific interest in extending these capabilities
to individual users in body-borne or body-worn systems.

Direction finding techniques have been used in the
radio band for almost as long as communications. Seve-
ral phase-based, amplitude-based, and complex (phase
and amplitude) DF techniques exist, and are well-
summarized in [1]. Although maritime direction finding
techniques were well established as early as 1925 [2],
the application of these technologies increased conside-
rably during World War II [3]. Several radio navigation
systems including the VHF omni-directional radio range
(VOR), Tactical Air Navigation (Tacan), Instrument Lan-
ding System (ILS), and Microwave Landing System
(MLS) are direct results of these technologies [4]. In
these systems, the signals of interest are beacons with
characteristics that are known a priori, and are used to
identify and locate the signal [5].

In this paper, a two-element antenna system is
evaluated for application to broadband (100-750 MHz)
body-borne radio direction finding and geolocation of
unknown signals. In the past, multiple sensors or unique
signal characteristics have been required to obtain unam-
biguous direction finding solutions. In this paper, a
baseline two-sensor system is established, and its perfor-
mance is simulated with EMSS FEKO [6], and validated
with measurements. To understand body-borne perfor-
mance, a passive scatter, the human body, is introduced
to the system. Using a cylindrical human body model, the
effects of this scatterer on the sensors of the DF system
are characterized and validated with measurements of a
prototype body phantom. The impact of the human body
on the phase and amplitude of the direction finding sys-
tem response is characterized as a function of frequency
and angle of arrival.
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After a thorough characterization of the baseline
human body model, a multi-variable system response
study is used to evaluate the changes of the phase and
amplitude of the detected signal in the body-borne en-
vironment. In total, twelve system parameters, arranged
into four categories (radiator, body, system, and excita-
tion parameters) are studied. Using these data, practical
frequency-independent phase and amplitude perturbation
thresholds are established for differentiating between
system variability and viable signal detections. Using
these thresholds, an auto-correlating direction finding
function (DFF) [7] to demonstrate how the phase and
amplitude measurements of the system can be used to
produce direction finding solutions.

By computationally evaluating the performance of a
body-borne direction finding system in this paper, several
contributions have been made:
• Full-wave simulation of a body-borne radio direc-

tion finding system, including sensor performance.
• Broadband characterization of platform interaction

effects on a multi-sensor direction finding system
using computational modeling.

• Validation of computer models with measurements
from physical prototypes.

• Completion of a computational multi-variable para-
metric system response study to characterize system
performance.

• Demonstration of a technique to use the results
of the parametric study to establish amplitude and
phase thresholds to differentiate between normal
system perturbation and signal detections.

• Adaptation and application of an auto-correlating
direction finding function to exploit platform in-
teraction effects to generate direction finding so-
lutions.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows.

In Section II, the baseline two-sensor direction finding
system is established, and free-space and body-borne
simulations are validated with measurements. The results
of a parametric system response study are provided
in Section III. Using these data, frequency-independent
thresholds are established to differentiate between nor-
mal system dynamics and detectable differences in inco-
ming signals. In Section IV, a direction finding function
(DFF) is adapted from the literature to demonstrate
how these data can be applied to generate phase and
amplitude based direction finding systems. Conclusions
and future work are summarized in Section V.

II. MODELING

To model a body-borne direction finding system, a
two-antenna sensor array is mounted on a cylindrical
human body model, as shown in Figure 1(a). In order

to satisfy a backpack-mounted integration, the height of
the antennas, represented as h, is selected to be 20”.
Likewise, the spacing between the elements along the
y-axis is represented as d, and is selected to be 20”.

(a) Sensor geometry.

(b) Body-borne system geometry.

Figure 1. Direction finding system geometry.

A. Human Body Model
As seen in Figure 1(b), a commonly used cylindrical

human body phantom [8], [9], [10] is adopted in this
paper. A dielectric model for this phantom is consistent
with the available data at about 300 MHz [11]. This is
approximately the geometric mean frequency of the band
of interest (

√
100× 750 = 273.9 ≈ 300). A dielectric

constant of εr = 60 and an electrical conductivity of
σ = 0.9 S/m are chosen. The cylinder has an 18”
diameter and is 6’ tall. To represent a realistic body
integration scheme, the axis of the cylinder is offset by
10” in the positive x-axis (forward) from the center of
the antennas. The body model is aligned with the center
of the antennas in the y-axis. The antennas and body
model are oriented along the z-axis.
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B. Modeling

The body-borne direction finding system is simu-
lated using a method of moments code, EMSS FEKO
[6]. To emulate operation of a direction finding system,
the model is excited by incident plane waves. Signal
frequencies from 100-750 MHz in steps of 50 MHz, and
angles of arrival from φ = −180◦-180◦ in steps of 5◦,
are used. All signals are incident from the azimuthal
plane (θ = 90◦). The two wire dipole antennas in
the DF system are terminated with 50Ω loads. The
phase and amplitude of the induced currents across these
terminations are used to characterize the system response
as a function of frequency and angle of arrival.

C. Validation

For initial modeling validation, the response of the
direction finding system is tested in an anechoic cham-
ber. Two center-fed 20” brass dipoles with a diameter of
0.2” are used with 50Ω printed baluns as the sensors. As
in simulations, the antenna response is measured when
excited by an incident wave. In these measurements, a
broadband log-periodic (LP) source antenna is used. Due
to anechoic chamber size limitations, only the 300-750
MHz band is measured.

To characterize the individual sensors, measure-
ments of the free-space performance of a single antenna
are taken across the band of interest. In FEKO, a wire
antenna model is generated with the same height, and
simulated across the same band of interest. The data from
the measured and computer simulation tests in free space
are shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b) at three frequencies
spanning the band of interest. As seen, good correlation
between measurement and simulation is obtained. The
observed disagreements are due to the effects of the
baluns that are required in the measurements, but are
excluded from simulation models.

The performance of the sensors in a two-element
array configuration is also measured. As in the direc-
tion finding system, the reference point for these tests
is the mid-point between the antennas. Accordingly,
this reference is located along the axis of rotation in
measurements, and at the origin in simulation. In this
configuration, the antennas are located at ±90◦ in azi-
muth, as illustrated in Figure 1. Again, the antennas are
characterized in free space, such that the only obstruction
is the other antenna, which is terminated in a broadband
resistive (50Ω) load. Received amplitude and phase data
are gathered for both antennas, and measurements of the
antenna located at 90◦ azimuth are presented in Figure
3(a) and 3(b). The antenna separation is d/2 = 10”
from the center of rotation, its received phase varies
like (d/2 sinφ), where φ is the azimuth angle. At the
high end of the band, the magnitude of this variation is

(a) Free space phase.

(b) Free space amplitude.

Figure 2. Free space single sensor validation.

approximately 240◦, so the phase has been “unwrapped”,
so that it may extend beyond ±180◦.

As in the single sensor simulations, there is excellent
agreement between simulations and measurements. The
spatial dependence exhibited by the system response in
Figure 3 is of particular importance. It is this characteris-
tic that will be exploited to generate a direction finding
solution.

To evaluate MoM modeling with complex struc-
tures, a prototype cylindrical human body phantom is
built and tested. Due to limited availability of parts, this
model is built with a 12” diameter polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) pipe, and is 5’ tall. To emulate the dielectric
properties (dielectric constant and conductivity) of the
human body, a 1% salt water solution is used to fill
the model [11]. Two center-fed 20” brass dipoles with
a diameter of 0.2” are used with 50Ω printed baluns.
The model is tested at an outdoor test facility using a
monocone antenna as a source, as shown in Figure 4(a).

As seen in Figure 4(b), a computer model using a
cylinder of the same size and shape as the test structure is
used for validation. Because of its relatively low dielec-
tric constant, the 0.4” PVC wall thickness is ignored in
simulations. To compare the results of the measured and
simulated experiments, the relative phase and amplitude
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(a) Free space phase.

(b) Free space amplitude.

Figure 3. Free space sensor pair validation.

of signals detected by the two sensors in the system
are recorded. Due to restrictions on test frequencies at
the outdoor test facility, only the 200-600 MHz band
is used. Accordingly, the phases and amplitudes of the
system response, as a function of azimuth angle for three
different frequencies, are shown in Figure 5.

As seen, there is excellent agreement between mea-
surement and simulation in the available part of the band
for both the phase and amplitude of the response.

III. PARAMETRIC SYSTEM RESPONSE

While many of the parameters used in the baseline
human body and antenna sensor models are favorable
for modeling, they are a coarse representation of the
real-world realization of the system. Accordingly, the
remainder of this study explores the variations in system
response to various geometric and model parameters.
The objective is to understand how the behavior of the
system might be impacted by real-world perturbations
of system parameters, so the values by which they are
perturbed are chosen to reflect conditions that might be
encountered in different realized configurations and/or
calibration setups of the system. To determine the varia-
tions of the data used by the direction finding system,

(a) Physical prototype test.

(b) Computer validation model.

Figure 4. Modeling validation configurations.

twelve model parameters are selected. They are divided
into four categories, summarized in I.

The alternate values for each of these variables are
selected to represent changes to the system that might
occur due to normal movement of the user. Accordingly,
this study is intended to characterize how the phase and
amplitude response of the direction finding system are
impacted by normal use of the system. Based on these
results, “detection thresholds” are selected. These thre-
sholds allow the direction finding system to differentiate
changes in phase and amplitude perturbations that are ex-
pected with normal system use from phase and amplitude
changes associated with signals from different angles of
incidence. That is, any phase and amplitude variation
below these thresholds will be attributed to normal use
and will establish the system uncertainty, while phase
and amplitude differences above these thresholds will
be used to differentiate larger changes in the system
response, associated with the angle of incidence of an
incoming signal. In all cases, at least three values of
the variable are selected, mainly one above and one
below the nominal configuration value. However, in
some cases — when the model geometry precludes two-
sided alternate configurations — two values that are both
above or below the nominal variable are chosen.
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Table I
TWELVE VARIABLE CONFIGURATIONS ARE STUDIED IN A PARAMETRIC STUDY.

Category Variable Nominal Alternate

Radiator Parameters Radiator Height 20” 15” 25”
Termination Impedance 50Ω 25Ω 75Ω 100Ω

Body Parameters
Body Diameter 18” 15” 12”
Body Height 6’ 5.5’ 6.5’

Body εr 60 20 40 80

System Parameters

Baseline Separation 20” 18” 22”
Baseline Rotation 0◦ 5◦ 10◦

Antenna Z Position 0” 12” 24”
Body X Position 10” 8” 12”
Body Y Position 0” 1” 2”

Excitation Parameters Signal Elevation 90◦ 105◦ 120◦

Signal Polarization 0◦ 45◦ 90◦

(a) Relative phase of system response.

(b) Relative amplitude of system response.

Figure 5. Relative phase and amplitude data from modeling validation.

Frequency-dependent data from the conducted stu-
dies are provided for the raw phase and amplitude
responses of the direction finding system. As previously
shown, the system response at each frequency is a
function of incident angle. To represent the distribution
of the perturbation to this response across all angles of
incidence effectively, these data must be consolidated. If
the angular perturbations are considered to lie in some
distribution, it is convenient to describe the shape and
location of this distribution. Common statistical metrics

are used to describe the nominal perturbation (mean),
the distribution of the perturbations (standard deviation),
and their extent (maximum value) [12].

A. Radiator Parameters

1) Radiator Height: As described in the previous
section, the nominal radiator height is 20”. To study the
effects of this parameter on the amplitude and phase res-
ponse of the system, antenna heights of 15” and 25” are
compared to the nominal configuration. The frequency-
dependent phase and amplitude response perturbations
due to the varied radiator height are provided in Figure
6(a) and Figure 6(b), respectively.

Although it is unlikely that the size of the sensors
used in any real-world implementation of this system
would change length, it is not inconceivable (e.g. due
to damage or improper repair or replacement). As
previously discussed, the phase and amplitude of the
received signal is dependent on the size and shape of
these sensors. Accordingly, it is not surprising that there
are significant changes in the response of the system
when the sensor height is changed. At 15” and 25”, the
radiator is resonant at approximately 393 and 236 MHz,
respectively. Not surprisingly, there is a correspondingly
large perturbation in the system response around these
frequencies. The largest perturbation, however, occurs at
the high end of the frequency band, driven both by the
electrical first anti-resonance of the smaller antenna and
the second resonance of the larger antenna. As confir-
med by these results, maintaining the expected system
performance will be somewhat reliant on maintaining the
size and integrity of the sensors.

2) Radiator Termination Impedance: The nominal
radiator termination is 50Ω. To study the effects of this
parameter on the amplitude and phase response of the
system, radiator terminations of 25Ω, 75Ω and 100Ω are
compared to the nominal configuration. The frequency-
dependent phase and amplitude response perturbations
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(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 6. System response to variations of the radiator height.

due to the varied radiator termination are given in Figure
7(a) and Figure 7(b), respectively.

As previously discussed, the two-sensor system
must necessarily use the relative amplitude and phase
of the system response to generate a direction finding
solution. The system response is collected from the cur-
rents excited across the terminated port of the antenna.
These currents are proportional to the impedance, so it
is not surprising that equally changing the termination
impedance of both sensors produces almost no change in
the system response, except near resonance, around 300
MHz. Near this frequency, the maximum phase deviation
is approximately 5.5◦, and the maximum amplitude
deviation is approximately 0.8dB, indicating that the
system is relatively insensitive to perturbations of this
parameter.

B. Body Parameters

1) Body Diameter: The nominal body diameter is
18”. To study the effects of this parameter on the ampli-
tude and phase response of the system, body diameters of
15” and 12” are compared to the nominal configuration.
The nominal spacing of the antennas is 20”, so body
diameters larger than 18” are not studied, as these would
engulf the sensors. The frequency-dependent phase and

(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 7. System response to variations of the radiator termination.

amplitude response perturbations due to the varied body
diameter are provided in Figure 8(a) and Figure 8(b),
respectively.

As seen, there is a frequency dependence on both
the phase and amplitude perturbations. At 750 MHz, the
maximum phase perturbation is approximately 115◦, and
the maximum amplitude perturbation is approximately
13dB. The standard deviations for these perturbations are
approximately 14.5◦ and 2.5dB, respectively, indicating
that the maximum perturbations are relatively rare, 5.7σ
away from the mean for the phase and over 3.3σ away
from the mean for the amplitude. Still, these results in-
dicate that maintaining the expected system performance
is reliant on characterizing the body diameter well, and
that system calibration needs to be performed for each
user.

2) Body Height: The nominal body height is 6’.
To study the effects of this parameter on the amplitude
and phase response of the system, body heights of 5.5’
and 6.5’ are compared to the nominal configuration. The
body model was selected to represent a tall user, so body
heights greater than 6.5’ are not studied. The frequency-
dependent phase and amplitude response perturbations
due to the varied body height are provided in Figure
9(a) and Figure 9(b), respectively.

The frequency dependence of the perturbations due
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(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 8. System response to variations of the body diameter.

to the body height are less pronounced than those asso-
ciated with the body diameter. Still, the largest maximum
perturbations occur at 750 MHz: approximately 24.5◦

for the phase, and 3.9dB for the amplitude. At over
4σ away from the mean, both maximum perturbation
values are rare. This is also reflected in the low mean
and standard deviation perturbation values for both the
phase and amplitude across the frequency band.

Although the cylindrical human body model pro-
vides only a coarse representation of a real user, the
height study summarized here and the diameter study
summarized above indicate that the nature of the body
interaction effects on the phase and amplitude of the
system response are impacted more by the diameter of
the human body than its height, indicating that real-world
implementations of the system may require calibration
that considers the stature of the user.

3) Body Composition: The nominal body dielectric
constant is 60 [11]. To study the effects of this parameter
on the amplitude and phase response of the system,
dielectric constants of 20, 40, and 80 are compared to the
nominal configuration. The frequency-dependent phase
and amplitude response perturbations due to the varied
body height are provided in Figure 10(a) and Figure
10(b), respectively.

Somewhat surprisingly, these results indicate that

(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 9. System response to variations of the body height.

the performance of the direction finding system is likely
to be relatively insensitive to the composition of the
human body, even though the range of constitutive
parameters is very large. As previously discussed, the
dielectric properties of the human body are dependent
on both body composition and frequency. This result is
significant, because it indicates that it is the presence of
the body that is more important to changing the system
dynamics than its specific composition or the signals it
is being used to detect.

C. System Parameters

1) Antenna Baseline Separation: The nominal an-
tenna baseline is 20”. To study the effects of this
parameter on the amplitude and phase response of the
system, antenna baselines of 18” and 22” are compared
to the nominal configuration. The frequency-dependent
phase and amplitude response perturbations due to the
varied antenna baseline separation are provided in Figure
11(a) and Figure 11(b), respectively.

The separation between sensors in a direction fin-
ding system has a significant impact on the performance
of the system. This phenomenon is confirmed by this
study, which indicates that the relative separation of the
sensors (not only from one another, but also from the
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(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 10. System response to variations of the body composition.

human body) does indeed produce a significant change
in the system response. The electrical spacing of the
antennas changes the relative time of arrival at signals at
the two sensors, accounting for the frequency-dependent
effect in the phase response. Somewhat surprisingly, the
amplitude response is relatively insensitive to the antenna
spacing. In many real-world realizations of this system,
this baseline may be mechanically fixed to avoid the
perturbations observed here.

2) Antenna Baseline Rotation: The nominal an-
tenna baseline oriented parallel to the y-axis. To study
the effects of this parameter on the amplitude and phase
response of the system, antenna baseline rotations of 5◦

and 10◦ are compared to the nominal configuration. The
rotational symmetry of the problem precludes the need to
study negative rotation values. The frequency-dependent
phase and amplitude response perturbations due to the
varied antenna baseline rotation are provided in Figure
12(a) and Figure 12(b), respectively.

In the baseline configuration, the antennas are lo-
cated on the y-axis, perpendicular to the orientation of
the user. In real-world applications, it may be possible
for the antennas to rotate somewhat with respect to the
user. As confirmed by this study, there is a significant
perturbation in the system performance if the sensors
rotate. The direction finding solution generated by the

(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 11. System response to variations of the antenna baseline
separation.

system is referenced to the sensor geometry, so the anti-
cipated result of this rotation is an error in the direction
finding solution that is comparable to the rotation of
the antennas with respect to the body. However, unlike
free space realizations of comparable direction finding
systems, this rotation also changes the proximity of
the sensors to the body, so additional effects are also
expected. The maximum perturbations observed in this
study are approximately 121◦ for the phase and 8.2dB
for the amplitude. However, at over 5σ each, these
perturbations are relatively uncommon, as reflected in
the low mean and standard deviation values.

3) Antenna Height on Body: The nominal antenna
position is in the middle of the cylindrical body along
the z-axis. To study the effects of the positional offset on
the amplitude and phase response of the system, antenna
baseline heights of 12” and 24” above the nominal plane
are computed. The vertical symmetry of the problem
precludes the consideration of negative antenna heights.
The frequency-dependent phase and amplitude response
perturbations due to the varied antenna baseline height
are provided in Figure 13(a) and Figure 13(b), respecti-
vely.

In the baseline configuration, the sensors are cen-
tered at the “equator” of the cylindrical body model.
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(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 12. System response to variations of the antenna baseline
rotation.

Although this configuration may not be realistic for real-
world applications, the study summarized here indicates
that even large vertical perturbations in the location of
the sensors with respect to the body model produce
relatively minor perturbations to the phase and amplitude
of the system response. In fact, the largest perturbation
in phase (approximately 45.5◦ is over 3σ away from
the mean, and the largest perturbation in the amplitude
(14dB) is over 10σ above the mean. Much like the
results of the body height study, these results indicate
that there is relatively little system sensitivity on the
relative vertical orientation of the body and the sensors.

4) Left/Right Body Centrality: The nominal body
location is centered in the y-axis. To study the effects
of this parameter on the amplitude and phase response
of the system, left/right (y-axis) body offsets of 1” and
2” are compared to the nominal configuration. The sym-
metry of the problem makes the use of negative offset
values unnecessary. The frequency-dependent phase and
amplitude response perturbations due to the varied y-
axis body offset are provided in Figure 14(a) and Figure
14(b), respectively.

The performance of the baseline direction finding
system is significantly changed in the presence of the
body. Given the close electrical proximity of the body

(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 13. System response to variations of the antenna baseline
height.

(d � λ) to the sensors, the sensitivity of the system
response that is associated with changing the location
of the body relative to the sensors is important to the
stability of the system. The results from this study
confirm that slight changes in the relative positions of the
sensors and the body may produce significant changes
in the nominal system performance.

5) Forward/Backward Body Centrality: The nomi-
nal body location is offset from the origin by +10”
in the x-axis. To study the effects of this parameter
on the amplitude and phase response of the system,
forward/backward (x-axis) body offsets of 8” and 12” are
compared to the nominal configuration. The frequency-
dependent phase and amplitude response perturbations
due to the varied x-axis body offset are provided in
Figure 15(a) and Figure 15(b), respectively.

As with the left/right centrality study, this study
confirms that the performance of the baseline direc-
tion finding system is significantly influenced by the
proximity of the sensors to the body. Between these
studies, the most pronounced variation is exhibited by
the phase response on the forward/backward sensitivity,
where σmax ≈ 15◦.
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(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 14. System response to variations of the y-axis body offset.

D. Excitation Parameters

1) Off-Horizon Signals: The nominal signals of
interest reside in the terrestrial plane (θ = 90◦). To
study the effects of this parameter on the amplitude
and phase response of the system, θ values of 105◦

and 120◦ are compared to the nominal configuration.
The vertical symmetry of the problem renders above-
horizon elevation angle values unimportant to this study.
The frequency-dependent phase and amplitude response
perturbations due to the varied signal elevation angle are
provided in Figure 16(a) and Figure 16(b), respectively.

The phase and amplitude of the currents excited on
the sensor depend on the signal’s electric field, all scat-
tered modes/fields, and electric field modes supported
by the antenna [13]. Accordingly, there is an antici-
pated change in the system performance when signals
arrive from elevation angles away from the azimuthal
plane. Although most signals detected by real-world
implementations of this system are most likely to arrive
from angles within a few degrees of this plane, this
study identifies that the system will produce a somewhat
different response to signals that are significantly away
from the azimuthal plane.

2) Signal Polarization: The nominal signals of in-
terest are vertically polarized. To study the effects of this

(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 15. System response to variations of the x-axis body offset.

parameter on the amplitude and phase response of the
system, slant-45◦ and horizontally polarized signals are
compared to the nominal configuration. The frequency-
dependent phase and amplitude response perturbations
due to the varied signal polarization are provided in
Figure 17(a) and Figure 17(b), respectively.

The vertically oriented dipoles used as the system’s
sensors are vertically polarized. As expected, the pertur-
bation in the system response due to signal polarization
is considerable. Specifically, as the signal polarization
rotates away from vertical, the system’s ability to detect
the signal diminishes accordingly. When the signals
are slant-polarized, both sensors have an equivalently-
diminished ability to detect the signals, and there is
little variation in the system, resulting in the very stan-
dard deviation values. However, when the signals are
horizontally polarized, neither sensor is able to detect
the signal well, and there is an unpredictable response,
resulting in the large mean and maximum perturbation
metrics. Most terrestrial signals are vertically polarized,
however, this study identifies the limited nature of the
system performance for detecting those signals that are
not co-polarized with the sensors.
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(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 16. System response to variations of the signal elevation angle.

E. Detection Thresholds

To combine the results of these studies, frequency-
dependent data are collected for the relative phase and
amplitude of the response of the direction finding system
when seven of the twelve variables are independently
perturbed. The seven variables that are selected are body
diameter, body height, left/right and forward/backward
body centrality, baseline rotation, height on body, and
body dielectric constant. These variables represent pa-
rameters that are likely to vary among users and with
normal user movement. The five variables that are ex-
cluded are signal polarization, signal elevation angle,
radiator termination impedance, radiator height, and ba-
seline separation. These variables are excluded from this
evaluation because they represent fundamental changes
to the system that are not likely in the field, or would
require a complete recalibration of the system.

As previously discussed, the system response at
each frequency is a function of incidence angle. To
represent the distribution of the perturbation of the sys-
tem response across all angles of incidence effectively,
these data are consolidated. Specifically, if the angular
perturbations are considered to lie in some distribution, it
is most convenient to describe the shape of this distribu-
tion. Accordingly, the standard deviation of the angular

(a) Phase response perturbation.

(b) Amplitude response perturbation.

Figure 17. System response to variations of the signal polarization.

perturbations is collected as a function of frequency.
These data are plotted in Figure 18.

Data from these studies are useful to establish
thresholds in phase and amplitude perturbation that will
be used to detect incoming signals. Signal perturbations
below the levels observed in this study will be ignored
by the system, and attributed to slight changes in the
system geometry (e.g. due to different users or user
movement). Signal perturbations above these levels will
be attributed to differences in incoming signals, and will
be used to identify these signals and generate direction
finding solutions. In these plots, it is clear that there
is a frequency dependence in the perturbation of the
phase and amplitude of the system response: higher
levels of perturbation are seen at higher frequencies.
Broken gray lines at approximately 14.5◦ in Figure
18(a) and just below 2.5dB in Figure 18(b) are used
to indicate the maximum signal deviations among each
of the selected studies. To simplify the broadband im-
plementation of direction finding techniques, nominal
frequency-independent detection thresholds of 10◦ and
2dB are selected for all frequencies. As highlighted by
the “dot-dash” gray lines in Figures 18(a) and 18(b),
these threshold levels capture most of the observed
deviation values across most of the band of interest.
Different techniques for selecting these thresholds are
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(a) Relative phase perturbation.

(b) Relative amplitude perturbation.

Figure 18. Relative phase and amplitude perturbations from the
sensitivity study.

discussed in Section 5.

IV. DIRECTION FINDING CALIBRATION

Having established means of discriminating dif-
ferent signals from one another, it is possible to perform
analysis on the performance of the direction finding
system. To do so, an auto-correlating direction finding
function [7] is used to calibrate the system responses.
In this technique, the system response of the direction
finding system is auto-correlated using a procedure that
produces a correlation error called a direction finding
function (DFF). The auto-correlation function uses the
spatial signal response, S(φ), as its input, and identifies
parts of the signal that match one another. If the signal is
one-to-one, each part of the signal only correlates with
itself. If it is not one-to one, multiple portions of the
signal will correlate, identifying ambiguities.

For a signal incident from known angle φ0, the auto-
correlation is defined in 1.

DFFφ0(φ) ≡ S(φ0)− S(φ) (1)

The output of the auto-correlation function is iden-
tically equal to 0 when φ = φ0, indicating a proper

identification of a signal. However, it is possible that
other angles may also minimize the DFF, producing false
alarms. The output of this direction finding function
at 100 MHz is shown for three different incidence
angles in Figure 19(a) and Figure 19(b), using phase and
amplitude system responses, respectively, as the input.

(a) The phase direction finding function.

(b) The amplitude direction finding function.

Figure 19. Characterization the phase and amplitude of the system
response by the direction finding function.

Note that the three shaded bands on the plots in
Figure 19 highlight the areas where the three signals
should have zero error (DFF = 0). Indeed, the center of
the blue shaded band (labeled “A”) highlights the proper
angle for the blue line (0◦), the center of the red shaded
band (labeled “B”) highlights the zero-crossing of the
red line (45◦), and the center of the green shaded band
(labeled “C”) highlights the zero-crossing of the green
line (90◦). However, ambiguities are also seen for the
incident signals at 0◦ and 45◦. The blue line (0◦) has a
zero crossing at φ0 = 0◦, but another at φ′0 = ±180◦.
The red line (45◦) has a zero crossing at (φ0 = 45◦, and
a false return at φ′0 ≈ 120◦ in the phase response, but
no false return in the amplitude response.

These data indicate that the phase and amplitude res-
ponses can be used to independently generate a direction
finding solution. Both approaches are able to identify the
proper location of the signal, but may be susceptible to
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different ambiguities. An approach to combine these so-
lutions is presented in [14], [15], and is shown to provide
better performance than either individual approach.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, a baseline computational model of a
body-borne direction finding system is established. MoM
simulations of this system are shown to have excellent
agreement with measured data. A parametric system
response study is conducted to identify the stability
of the system to real-world perturbations. The level
of these perturbations is used to establish frequency-
independent thresholds that are used by the phase-based
and amplitude-based direction finding systems to deter-
mine the angle of arrival of incident signals. Based on
these data, a calibration technique is used to characterize
the performance of the direction finding system, and
identify associated ambiguities.

When considered together with the results of the
body height and diameter studies, the results of the body
composition study indicate that real-world implementa-
tions of the system may require specific calibration for
different sized users, but will not be susceptible to va-
riations in the user’s body composition or the frequency
of incoming signals. The raw system response (relative
phase and amplitude) is consolidated for signals across
all angles of arrival to identify those variables that have
the most significant impact on the system. Real-world
implementations of the system should be able to control
many of these parameters, such as radiator height and
separation. However, others may change considerably
depending on the user, such as body height and diameter,
baseline rotation, and the relative location of the body
and the sensors.

A more rigorous theoretical and/or statistical analy-
sis of the perturbation data is recommended for the de-
termination of real-world detection thresholds. Because
the focus of this paper is on the computational charac-
terization of the body-borne system, nominal frequency-
independent detection thresholds are selected using the
data from the parametric system response. These conser-
vative thresholds are useful to highlight their application
to a direction finding calibration technique, but do not re-
present optimized values. Additional work by the authors
[14], [15] provides a more thorough description of how
the direction finding function can be applied to optimize
the performance of a direction finding system. Using the
direction finding approach described in the referenced
paper, the phase and amplitude detection thresholds can
be optimized for various metrics, including accuracy,
sensitivity, and false alarm rates.

The results of this study clearly demonstrate the
utility of a method of moments in the characterization
of direction finding systems. This includes the accurate

replication of body-interaction effects that are observed
in measurements. Future examinations based on this
work include coupled/multivariable sensitivity studies,
improvement of the direction finding calibration, and the
extension of the direction finding technique to geoloca-
tion applications.
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Abstract─The Normalized Surface Magnetic 
Source (NSMS) model is applied to unexploded 
ordnance (UXO) discrimination data collected at 
Camp Sibert, AL, with the EM63 electromagnetic 
induction sensor. The NSMS is a fast and accurate 
numerical forward model that represents an 
object’s response using a set of equivalent 
magnetic dipoles distributed on a surrounding 
closed surface. As part of the discrimination 
process one must also determine the location and 
orientation of each buried target. This is achieved 
using a physics-based technique that assumes a 
target to be a dipole and extracts the location from 
the measured magnetic field vector and the scalar 
magnetic potential; the latter is reconstructed from 
field measurements by means of an auxiliary layer 
of magnetic charges. Once the object’s location is 
estimated, the measured magnetic field is matched 
to NSMS predictions to determine the time-
dependent amplitudes of the surface magnetic 
sources, which in turn can be used to generate 
classifying features. This paper shows the superior 
discrimination performance of the NSMS model. 
 
Index Terms─UXO, Camp Sibert tests, NSMS 
model, HAP method, discrimination, inversion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Unexploded ordnance (UXO) is a widespread, 

long-lasting, and deadly remnant of war and 
military practice that kills or maims hundreds of 
people worldwide each year. In the United States 
alone it is estimated that an area the size of the 
states of New Hampshire and Vermont put 
together—as many as 11 million acres of land—
may be tainted with UXO, and that the eventual 
cost of cleaning up the contaminated land will 
reach the hundreds of billions of dollars [1],[2]. 
This is not because detecting UXO is difficult: 
low-frequency electromagnetic induction (EMI) 
sensors, on which we concentrate here, can easily 
penetrate the ground and find buried metal, and so 
can other methods like magnetometry or ground-
penetrating radar. What makes the task of 
decontaminating UXO-polluted land so onerous 
and expensive is the inability of sensors to single 
out dangerous ordnance from the morass of 
innocuous items that usually surrounds them in the 
field; the latter can comprise smithereens from 
ordnance that did explode, high-metal-content 
geology, and anything else from nails to beer cans, 
all of which, in the absence of further information, 
must be treated as dangerous. The problem, then, 
consists of identifying hazardous items and 
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distinguishing them from clutter as reliably and 
quickly as possible. 

Much research is being presently conducted 
with the aim of making the UXO remediation 
process more efficient and economic. To support 
this effort by providing sound benchmarks, the 
Strategic Environmental Research and 
Development Program (SERDP) recently set up 
UXO discrimination blind tests at sites in Camp 
Sibert, a former U.S. Army facility near Gadsden, 
Alabama. Personnel from Sky Research, Inc. 
under the auspices of SERDP collected data at 
those test sites using the EM63, a time-domain 
EMI sensor produced by Geonics Ltd. [3]. The 
216 targets buried at the sites include unexploded 
 4. ′′2  mortars, mortar explosion byproducts like 
base plates and bent half-shells, smaller shrapnel, 
and unrelated metallic clutter. In this paper we use 
those data to demonstrate the discrimination 
performance of a physically complete, fast, 
accurate, robust, and clutter-tolerant inverse-
scattering approach called the Normalized Surface 
Magnetic Source (NSMS) model [4], which we 
present in Section II. 

The signal scattered by an object depends both 
on the intrinsic features of the target (which the 
NSMS can encapsulate) and on its location and 
orientation relative to the sensor. Thus an essential 
step of the discrimination process is determining 
those extrinsic, observation-dependent factors as 
accurately as possible for each target. This 
nonlinear problem is usually attempted 
simultaneously with the characterization, an 
approach that often results in ill-posed and 
computationally expensive optimizations that take 
time and may yield unreliable answers. Here we 
bypass that difficulty by employing the physics-
based field-potential (HAP) method [5], described 
in Section III, that pinpoints scatterers quickly and 
effectively. 

The NSMS model and the HAP method 
ultimately stem from similar considerations. 
Scattered magnetic fields in the EMI regime are 
due to eddy currents or magnetic dipoles induced 
(and in some cases realigned) by the sensor and 
distributed nonuniformly inside the scatterers. 
Most of these sources tend to concentrate at some 
particular points, the so-called “scattered field 
singularities” (SFS); the study of the mathematical 
and physical properties of these singularities is 
part of the discipline known in the literature as 

“catastrophe theory” [6]. Recent work shows that 
under certain conditions the entire scatterer can be 
replaced with responding elementary sources 
placed at the SFS [7],[8]. 

In particular, the NSMS model replaces the 
scatterer—the UXO or piece of clutter, in this 
case—with a surrounding spheroid on which a set 
of radially oriented dipoles is distributed. The 
strengths of these dipoles are determined as those 
that best reproduce actual measurements; the 
composite dipole moment—here referred to as the 
“total NSMS”—varies significantly for different 
targets but is remarkably consistent for different 
specimens of the same object. In turn, the HAP 
technique assumes that the whole scatterer is a 
point dipole located at some SFS and finds its 
location and orientation by means of analytic 
expressions involving the dipole field and its 
associated scalar magnetic potential; to construct 
the latter from the former one distributes 
elementary sources on an auxiliary layer placed at 
a location intermediate between the sensor and the 
object and again finds the dipole moments by 
fitting measured data. 

When combined, the two methods result in a 
powerful and efficient discrimination method for 
UXO. The precise location and orientation 
estimates given by the HAP allow an almost 
instantaneous determination of the time-dependent 
total NSMS. This can then be distilled further 
using an empirical decay law [9] whose fitting 
parameters can be mixed into discriminating 
features that tend to group in well-separated tight 
clusters, resulting in clear-cut classification. In the 
Camp Sibert blind test only one anomaly out of 
216 was not identified correctly. In Section IV we 
discuss the procedure followed and the results 
obtained in this study, and in Section V we 
conclude. 

 
II. THE NORMALIZED SURFACE 

SOURCE MODEL 
The NSMS can be thought of as a 

generalization of the infinitesimal dipole model 
[9],[10],[11], with which it coincides in the limit. 
The dipole model postulates that for any given 
object it is possible to find a set of three 
orthonormal “body” axes such that a uniform 
primary field impinging along any of those 
directions induces a magnetization—and hence a 
dipole moment—parallel and linearly proportional 
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to it. A primary field   Hpr  pointing along an 
arbitrary direction thus creates a dipole moment 

  m = M ⋅Hpr , where the polarizability tensor M  
projects   Hpr  onto the body system, finds the 
magnetization components there—this being the 
only step that depends on the object and not on the 
geometry—and synthesizes the dipole moment 
back in the global frame. The point dipole model 
is conceptually simple, fast, and reasonably 
powerful, and for that reason has been frequently 
used in discrimination studies [9],[12],[13]. 
However, its limitations become apparent when 
the target to be identified is heterogeneous, and 
thus composed of two or more mutually 
interacting sections, or when, as is usually the case 
in EMI measurements, the primary field 
established by the sensor varies appreciably over 
the dimensions of the target and strikes each 
region with a different intensity and direction. 
These problems can be addressed by substituting 
the single point dipole with an assembly of 
responding sources. 

In the particular version of the NSMS used for 
the Camp Sibert test we distribute dipoles on a 
prolate spheroidal surface that surrounds the object 
of interest. By choosing a spheroid we 
simultaneously exploit the realism granted by its 
orientable elongated shape and the simplicity 
afforded by its azimuthal symmetry—a quality 
spheroids share with most UXO. We divide the 
spheroid  S  into subsurfaces (either patches or 
belts) and assign 

 
    
Hsc (r) = M ( ′s )

4πR ′s
3

3( öξ ′s ⋅R ′s )R ′s

R ′s
2 − öξ ′s

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

d ′s
S∫ ,  (1) 

where   R ′s = r − r ′s  is a vector that points from the 
location   r ′s  of the  ′s -th infinitesimal patch on the 

spheroid to the observation point  r  and öξ ′s  is the 
unit vector normal to the patch, which is most 
easily found in prolate spheroidal coordinates. All 
of these quantities clearly depend on the location 
and orientation of the spheroid relative to the 
sensor. The dipole directions are fixed by their 
locations on the spheroid, so to factor out the 
geometric particulars we set 

    M ( ′s ) = Ω( ′s ) [öξ( ′s ) ⋅Hpr ( ′s )],  (2) 

which defines a new normalized surface 
polarization distribution Ω( ′s ) . Such a distribution 
can be generated by spreading virtual positive 
magnetic charge over the exterior of an 
infinitesimally thin spheroidal shell and negative 
charge on its inner surface, resulting in a double 
layer. This configuration introduces the proper 
discontinuities in the tangential components of the 
magnetic flux density vector  B  at the boundary 
between two media but does not affect its normal 
component, keeping B  divergence-free and the 
model consistent with the absence of free 
magnetic monopoles in nature. 

By choosing a suitable quadrature scheme it is 
possible to transform Eq. (1) into the matrix-vector 
product Hsc = Z ⋅Ω . Each column of the scattering 
matrix Z  corresponds to a different subsurface, 
and each row to a measurement point at which 
data are collected. The amplitude vector Ω  can be 
determined directly, and with great speed and 
accuracy, by minimizing in a least-squares sense 
the difference between measured data and the 
predictions of Eq. (1) at a sufficient set of points 
for a known object-sensor configuration: 

 min
Ω

1
2 Z ⋅½ −Hmeas( )2 , (3) 

whose solution is the normal equation 

 ½ = [ZT ⋅Z]−1[ZT ⋅Hmeas ] . (4) 

Once Ω  is found one can define a “total” or 
“average” polarizability by integrating over the 
whole spheroid. The resulting quantity 

 Q = Ω( ′s ) d ′s
S∫  (5) 

is a global magnetic capacitance of sorts. Different 
studies [4] have shown that, within reasonable 
limits, Q  for a given object is invariant with 
respect to the constructs used for its determination: 
spheroid size and aspect ratio, measurement grid, 
object location or orientation, primary field, etc. It 
is thus intrinsic to the object and can be used, on 
its own or combined with other quantities, in 
discrimination processing, either within a 
“genuine” inversion procedure that uses Q  itself 
as a discriminant or through a “pattern matching” 
method that compares measured fields to those 
stored in a library of known objects and 
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determines which known UXO has the catalogued 
source distribution that best reproduces the signal 
received by the survey sensor. Used in this way, 
the NSMS system is a faster forward model than 
other physically motivated models such as the 
standardized excitation approach (SEA) [14],[15] 
or the generalized SEA described in [16],[17]. 

The actual signal picked up by the sensor is 
more complicated than Eq. (1), since, in 
observance of Faraday’s Law, it is the negative of 
the time derivative of the magnetic flux through 
the receiver coil. Thus it is necessary to perform 
an additional quadrature to incorporate the surface 
integral over the coil (and have  Q  absorb a minus 
sign). A deeper issue has to do with the time 
dependence of  Q . Equations (1)–(4) are evaluated 
separately at each time gate and formally yield a 
“time-dependent” distribution   Q(t) , even though 
in rigor the transient response must take into 
account the complete history of excitation and 
involve both the impulse response of the target and 
the waveform of the sensor. Still, it is reasonable 
to determine and use the amplitude   Q(t) , even 
though it has no actual physical reality, because its 
manifestation is unique. Moreover, we are 
interested only in the field outside the targets, 
where it can be assumed that electromagnetic 
phenomena occur instantaneously. A thorough 
study of this problem, including detailed 
calculations of full time responses, can be found in 
Ref. [18]. 

 
III. A METHOD TO ESTIMATE THE 
LOCATION OF A BURIED OBJECT 
Consider a point dipole located at rd  with a 

moment  m  that in general may be dependent on 
frequency or time. In the magnetoquasistatic 
regime that concerns us the dipole generates at the 
observation point  r  a field 

 
   
H(r) = 1

4πR3

3(m ⋅R)R
R2 −m

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥ , (6) 

where   R = r − rd , which in turn can be derived 
from the scalar potential 

 
   
ψ (r) = m ⋅R

4πR3 . (7) 

A simple algebraic manipulation lets us find rd  in 
terms of H  and ψ : take the dot product of H  
and R  and use ψ  to show that 

 H ⋅R = 2
m ⋅R
4πR3

= 2ψ , (8) 

which can be cast as 

 H ⋅rd = −2ψ +H ⋅r . (9) 

Given N  observation points it is possible to 
find a least-squares estimate of the dipole location 
using 

 

Hx ,1 H y ,1 Hz ,1

Hx ,2 H y ,2 Hz ,2

M

Hx ,N H y ,N Hz ,N

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

xd

yd

zd

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
=

−2ψ 1 +H1 ⋅r1

−2ψ 2 +H2 ⋅r2

M

−2ψ N +HN ⋅rN

⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥

(10) 

since at every point i  we know the location ri  of 
the sensor and the value Hi  of the vector magnetic 
field. The only quantity not readily available is the 
scalar potential, but that can be reconstructed 
using a method similar to that from the preceding 
section. We assume that the scattered magnetic 
field is produced by a set of magnetic sources—
charges, in this case—placed on a fictitious 
surface located just below the measurement points. 
The field is then 

 H(ri ) =
q( ′s )
4π

ri − r ′s

ri − r ′s

3∫ d ′s , (11) 

to which corresponds a scalar potential 

 ψ (ri ) =
q( ′s )

4π ri − r ′s
∫ d ′s . (12) 

The positions r ′s  of the sources are fixed and 
known by construction, so it remains to determine 
the charges q( ′s ) . This is again achieved by 
minimizing the difference between model 
predictions and collected data   Hmeas  at a set of 
known points. We use a quadrature scheme to turn 
Eq. (11) into a matrix-vector product and then 
determine 
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⎠

⎟
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2

, (13) 

where each matrix row corresponds to a different 
measurement point and each column to a 
subsurface of the underground virtual source layer. 
This method and its adaptation to monostatic 
sensors (like that used for the Camp Sibert test) 
are discussed in detail in Ref. [5]. 

 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The Camp Sibert blind-test data was collected 

over 216 cells, each of which was a square of side 
5 m and contained one anomaly. There were three 
main kinds of targets: 4. ′′2  UXO, base plates, and 
partial mortars (Fig. 1), to which were added 
smaller shrapnel and non-UXO related scrap. We 
were given a set of calibration data for each type 
of object, which we used to build a catalog of 
expected total NSMS values. 

The Geonics EM63 collects data over 26 time 
channels, with the first gate centered at 180 μs and 
the last at 25 ms. Approximately 700 data points 
were taken per time channel at each cell; the 
measurement locations for a typical cell (which in 
this particular case contained a mortar target) are 
shown as points in Fig. 2. The figure shows the 
scattered field values measured by the sensor (left 
column) and reconstructed by the combined 
procedure from the previous sections (right 
column), along with the absolute value of the 
difference between the two. The top row 
corresponds to the very first time gate and the 
bottom row depicts the 20th, centered at 7.65 ms. 
We see that the predictions agree well with the 
actual values. Our next task is to see whether these 
reasonable predictions are realizations of a sound 
model. 

Initially we solved simultaneously for the total 
NSMS and the location and orientation of each 
anomaly using a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear 
least-squares optimization [19]. The results of that 
procedure are presented elsewhere [20]. As seen in 
that reference, it was difficult to categorize each 
target reliably because there tended to be a large 
uncertainty in the location. (To save time we 
performed the Levenberg-Marquardt search only 
once per target, so many of those optimizations 
may have reported finding a local minimum.) We 
obtained much better results by finding the 
locations and orientations of the targets using the 
HAP method and then characterizing the located 
objects using a 3D NSMS code. The inverted total 
NSMS strengths for all anomalies appear on 
Fig. 3. The figure also separates the curves 
corresponding to each of the major kinds of targets 
sought. 

The total NSMS depends on the size, the 
geometry, and the material composition of the 
object it represents. Early time gates bring out the 
high-frequency response to the shutdown of the 

Fig. 1. Example items buried in the ground at the 
Camp Sibert plots: a) 4.2-inch mortar, b) base 
plate, c) partial mortar. 

a

b

c
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exciting field; since the skin depth   δ ∝ f −1/2 , the 
eddy currents in this range are superficial, and a 
large NSMS amplitude at early times correlates 
with large objects whose surface stretches wide. 
At late times, where the eddy currents have 
diffused completely into the object and low-
frequency harmonics dominate, the EMI response 
relates to the metal content (volume) of the target. 
Thus a smaller but compact object like the base 
plate of Fig. 1(c) has a relatively weak early 
response that dies down slowly, while a large but 
thin, essentially hollow object like the partial 
mortar (bent half-shell) of Fig. 1(d) has an initially 
strong response that decays quickly. The 
unexploded  4. ′′2  mortar, being large and tightly 
packed, has a substantial early response that 
persists for a long time. 

The previous considerations may be put on a 
more quantitative footing through discrimination 
features that summarize these characteristics 

(initial amplitude, time constant, etc.) for the 
different NSMS curves. To that end we employ an 
empirical power-law/exponential decay expression 
first proposed by Pasion and Oldenburg [9], 

 Q(t) = kt−βe−γ t , (14) 

where t  is the time, k , β , and γ  are fitting 
parameters, and Q(t)  is the total NSMS from 
Fig. 3. After investigating different combinations 
of k , β , and γ  we found that the ratio of Q  at 
the 15th time channel to  Q  at the first time 
channel, which involves a fixed combination of β  
and γ , showed good classification ability when 
plotted against k . Figure 4 depicts   Q(t15 ) / Q(t1)  
versus k  for all items. The results show a clear 
and robust clustering in this feature space that can 
result in dependable classification. In particular, 
we see that the values for the  4. ′′2  mortars are 

 Actual (mV) Predicted (mV) Misfit (mV) 
1st time channel  1st time channel  

20th time channel  20th time channel  

1st time channel  

20th time channel  

Fig. 2. EM63 data sets: near field distributions for a typical case, measured (left column), predicted 
(middle), and misfit (right). The white dots show the measurement points on the 5 m-by-5 m square plot. 
The first time channel (top row) is taken 80 μs after shutdown; the 20th (bottom) corresponds to 7.65 ms. 
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very well grouped and noticeably distinct from 
those of the base plates and the partial mortars. We 
knew the ground truth for 66 of the anomalies and 
used that information to make predictions for the 
other 150. Our combined NSMS/HAP method 
correctly identified all UXO and had only one 
false alarm. The resulting Receiver Operating 
Characteristic (ROC) curve, omitted here, is an 
almost perfect square. 

The combination of   Q(t15 ) / Q(t1)  and k  is a 
solid discriminator but not the only one available. 
It is possible to study directly the clustering of k , 
β , and γ  in a 3D feature space or perform a 
similar analysis for the full   Q(t) . We are in the 
process of implementing classification algorithms 

that do just that and will present the results in 
forthcoming reports. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we applied the NSMS model to the 

EM-63 Camp Sibert discrimination data sets. First 
the locations of the objects were inverted for by 
means of a very efficient and accurate dipole-
inspired method; subsequently each anomaly was 
characterized at each time channel through its total 
NSMS strength. Classification features were 
selected and extracted for each object using the 
Pasion-Oldenburg decay law. Our study reveals 
that the ratio of an object’s late response to its 
early response provides a good discrimination 
parameter when plotted against the Pasion-

Fig. 3. Inverted total NSMS amplitudes for all anomalies (a) and classification results. The UXO (red, b) 
have a large spatial extent and thus a large initial amplitude, as do the partial mortars (bent hollow 
shells) (magenta, d). They are also packed tight and hence have a high metal concentration, just like the 
base plates (gray, c), resulting in a relatively slow time decay. The other objects are much smaller. 

a b 

d c
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Oldenburg amplitude. These results, and those of 
other tests [21],[22], show that the NSMS/HAP 
combined procedure is capable of correctly 
singling out UXO from among munitions-related 
debris and other clutter, both natural and artificial, 
that always plagues former battlefields and 
proving grounds. It is thus a strong candidate to 
help solve the serious international problem of 
UXO proliferation. 
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